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EXAMINATIONS, NEW AND OLD,
WISE AND OTHERWISE
Perhaps no feature of school procedure
has, during the past two decades, been so
much under fire as the examination, a fact
due in large measure to the development of
a science of education to the point where
traditional practices find the need of justification or eradication. During the latter
decades of the nineteenth century, the subject
had played a role of supreme importance,
very much as had corporal punishment a century earlier. College entrance examination
boards, state examination boards, county examinations, local examinations, and examinations, professional and general, made the
life of the student miserable—in fact were a
significant factor in the large elimination of
pupils. "Education by examination" came
to be the craze more or less, when lo and behold ! some one with wisdom and foresight
and a goodly share of common sense, perhaps
also with a sense of humor sharpened by
reading foolish answers to foolish questions,
made the inevitable discovery that examinatiom
do not examine, and that a finely devised
method of education of doubtful value, being a star of little magnitude, had been placed
in a position of first magnitude.
Most of us have in our professional lifetimes seen something of this changed attitude toward the examination and the examination system of educating. Within local
school systems we have seen the reduction of
its value until most progressive schools count
it as not more than one-third in the calculation of a pupil's term grade. In fact, it
is tending, fortunately or unfortunately it is
hard to say, to be crowded out of the lower
schools, although the monthly test usually
remains to serve very much the same purposes. State examination systems are on the
wane and, in the case of providing teachers
for the schools of the state, professional pre-
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paration in normal schools is being substituted as fast as it is feasible. Universities and
colleges are substituting intelligence tests for
the entrance examinations where pupils fail
to bring credentials from a properly accredited high school.
Besides these tendencies to displace the
large emphasis of a few decades ago on the
use of the examinations, three constructive
reforms have come about. In the first place,
due to the recognition of the lack of objecttivity and equality of teachers' questions,
standard tests have been devised in most of
the elementary school subjects and a number
of the high school subjects, whereby teachers may quickly and with relative ease make
an unbiased comparative study of the work
of the pupils of their classes or grades with
pupils throughout a large number of other
schools. Many teachers are now using tests
in arithmetic, silent reading, geog;aphy, and
history, to supplement the use of their own
examinations.
Secondly, rankings of students are today much more frequently made
in terms of the the letters, A, B, C, D, E and
F according to some scientific grouping system, rather than by percentages, a system
long proven unreliable and subject to the
personal equation. In the third place, recognizing that no complete substitute has
yet been found for the old-fashion examination and believing that it may be made a real
teaching tool rather than a graveyard of nonachievement and mis-information, a number
of teachers are endeavoring to develop new
types of examinations based on the methods
of modern experimental psychology.
It is
the purpose of this paper to explain and illustrate two such forms of examinations.
I.

Completion-Test or Incomplete
Statement Examinations

One such type of examination is made up
of connected discourse in which certain words
are omitted and may be called the completion-test or incomplete statement examination.
This is based upon psychological tests long
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in use and recently brought to the attention
of American teachers widely through the
Trabue Language Scales. The quotation below represents part of such an examination
given in the second term of an elementary
course in educational psychology, based definitely upon Strong's Psychology for Teachers, which is a book with very meager subject-matter, but rich in experimental work.
The numbers given in connection with the
blanks did not occur in the original examination, but are inserted to assist in discussion.
"Psychology, considered as the science of
I
, treats all mental processes as situation-bond-response combinations.
The
bond may be defined psychologically as
2
or physiologically as
3
Bonds
are either inherited or
4
Learning,
either in or out of school, consists in forming
5
between
6
and
7
The work of teaching consists of presenting
8
so as to get the desired
9
In learning new material, as for
example saying the alphabet backwards, one's
progress is usually
10
at first and
n
later. This curve is much
12
than the curve for re-learning old
materials, as saying the alphabet forwards.
In learning vocabularies and like materials,
as for example that agricola means farmer,
two methods are possible, namely
13
and
14
"
In scoring, full credit in blank 1 was
given for the insertion of "behavior" or "human behavior," no credit being allowed for
other answers.
In fact no student in the
classed missed this because it was so clearly
and frequently stated in the text and in class
discussions. 2 was correct when "associations" or "connections between situation and
response" was written in; and 3 with "nerve
connections" or "synapses".
In 4 the answers allowed were "learned", "acquired",
and "formed". 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 required the
answers respectively "bonds", "situation",
"responses", "situation (s)", and "response
(s)".
10 required the answer "rapid" or
"fast" or some similar term, and 11 "slow",
or "slower". This proved the real test question, flooring all but three members, twenty
percent of the class. 12 allowed such answers
as "higher", "steeper", "more sloping",
"more fluctuating", or the like. 13 allowed
the answer "rote memory" or some term of
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similar meaning, and 14 "associative shifting", the author's term, or "logical memory".
In setting this test, the purpose in mind
was to provide a brief summary test of minimum essentials" of a large amount of subject-matter, and to make it of sufficient
difficulty so that the best pupil in the class
would be likely to attain a perfect score.
Twenty blanks were made and the resulting
range of errors was from o to 7^, fractional
scores being used where apparently the pupil
had the correct idea but the incorrect word or
phrase. The interesting fact to the examiner
was that the results of this test, which was
probably answered in fifteen minutes, agreed
closely with the final record of the class when
made up independently, the three students
who made the perfect score being given the
final grade of A, the one who did poorest,
standing lowest in the final rating.
At another time a similar test with
fifty blank spaces was set for a larger
class with a different text, a shorter
period of preparation and with less regard for the probability of a perfect
score, with the result that the range was from
a score of I to a score of 47 with no distinct
mode or large group at any point. This indicates the fallacy of a grading system such
as is in general vogue, where ninety to 100
percent of the pupils receive grades that vary
in such a way that the poorest is more than
one-half the best. The writer has also used
this examination in the history of education
and secured a range from 40% correct answers to 100%, even where the class was
fairly well selected and uniform in preparation.
Aside from the fact that this form of test
has proved unusually helpful in indicating the
probable relative rankings of pupils, it has
proved even more helpful in diagnosing the
weakness in fundamental concepts or attitudes without Which the pupil would be
bound to be handicapped later. The large
number of such concepts which can be
brought into play in so little space with so
little time requirement make it especially desirable as a partial test, at least when a topic
is completed before another is undertaken.
If the teacher desires, other questions involving discussion can be taken up for a part
of the hour. This will at least have the value
of proving a check upon the completion test
and perhaps the further purpose of bringing
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out certain values that might be neglected
in the completion test.
Usually students
rather enjoy it as a game and are glad to be
relieved of the grind of extensive writing.
More than the usual amount of interest is
shown in discussing the results afterwards
and the actual checking up of papers may
be left to the students who thus make the
examination a means to learning as well as
a means to testing.
II.

True—False or Right-and-Wrong
Judgments Examinations

This examination is not new and yet it
has not come into use as largely as it may
be expected to do in the next few years. Its
form differs from the completion-test in that
all statements are made in full, but that some
of them are inaccurate and others accurate,
the student being asked to write "true" or
"false" following each and to omit none.
An excellent statement of the theory of the
test and of its practical use in elementary
geography work in given by McCall, under
the title, "A New Kind of Education" in the
Journal of Educational Research, Vol. I,
No. i.
It is taken up here because of the
lack of accessibility of the above article for
many teachers and also for comparison with
the completion-test examination described
above. It is based upon a common form of
experiment in the psychology of judgment.
The quotation below is of ten such questions out of a list of twenty presented to a
class in the history of education. Following
each is the word "true" or "false", which indicates the accurate answer, and a number
which represents the number of members of a
class of 16 who answered correctly; for instance, the first statement was false and only
three members gave the correct answer, probably not realizing the importance of the
phrase "young and inexperienced". It may
be added that the class work in the course
was largely of a discussion nature with constant reference to a wide range of readings
both of secondary and source material.
1. The history of education is one of the
most practical studies for the young and
inexperienced teacher. (False—3)
2. Primitive education illustrates well the
adaptation of methods to purposes or
aims in education. (True—10)
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3. The Veda was the textbook of ancient
Egyptian education.
(False—11)
4. Athenian supremacy in the Delian League
was contemporaneous with her brightest
era educationally. (True—14)
5. Perhaps the most important contribution
of the education of the Spartans was
their demonstration of the values of physical education. (True—15)
6. The sophists were professional teachers
of rhetoric. (True—9)
7. Later Athenian education provided large
opportunities for the public education of
women. (False—-7)
8. Plato developed a new method of teaching
by questioning. (False—14)
9. Aristotle has been called the world's
"best educated man". (True—16)
10. Xenophon, a pupil of Socrates, was progressive in his views on education.
(False—11)
The judgments on the other ten questions which had to do with Roman and early
Christian education were made with a somewhat higher degree of accuracy. The discussion following this examination, that is
upon the return of the papers, proved unusually interesting and the fact was brought
out that a good deal of our knowledge is
scarcely to be labelled either absolutely true
or false.
For example, the average school
child would not hesitate to say that the
statement, "Columbus discovered America in
1492" is true, but the advanced student in
history in the college or university will be
influenced in his answer by the fact that
earlier probable discoveries of the Norsemen
have place the date and the person in the
above statement somewhat differently. This
fact of course does not shake our views of the
importance of the work of Columbus and its
greater significance for subsequent history.
The advantages of this text are not unlike
those of the completion-test type of examination. Students enjoy them more than the
older forms of examinations, partly because
the game element seems to be involved and
partly because they are relieved of the large
amount of writing which is imposed in a
"discuss" type of examination.
The class
discussion afterwards tends to bring out important points of emphasis which the teacher
finds have not been sufficiently made before.
That is, the examination teaches as well as
tests, if rightly handled.
Furthermore, the
teacher is bound to enjoy a test of this kind
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much more than the typical kind, because he
is saved a volume of labor in reading.
This leads to the question of a method
of grading the true-false examination.
McCall in the article referred to above argues
for the method of subtracting the wrong
judgments from the right judgments, on the
basis that due to the law of chance a pupil
who knows nothing about subject-matter of
the test would in general answer one-half
wrong and one-half right, thereby securing
a score of zero..
Such a method makes
allowance for chance judgment. The results
can then be interpolated into percentages if
the teacher is using the percentage basis in
grading. If he is using letters and grades
on general merit (see The Virginia Teacher,
Vol. I. No. i), the number of correct judgments may be taken as the ranking of each
student. He would thus more quickly obtain,
that is, without the additional process of subtraction, the relative standing of each pupil
in the group, and can assign the appropriate
standing with very little difficulty.
Perhaps it ought to be said that a teacher will find that this test as well as the completion-test is a test of something more than
facts or ability to think in the field which is
being tested.
Undoubtedly to a certain
extent each becomes a test of general ability
or intelligence/ For this reason, if no other,
the teacher who is giving it frequently must
be careful that he fall into no regular systematic arrangements of true and false statements or the brighter pupil will quickly sense
this and thus alter his record considerably.
If a teacher does not have at hand means for
mimeographing his statements, he can have
his pupils place numbers upon the test paper
corresponding to those on his list and then
simply read the statements to the class asking them to write the one word, "true" or
"false". This has the disadvantage of making
it impracticable for the student to refer back
to the statement and change his first judgment.
Experience with this and other psychological
tests, however, does not indicate the advantage to be very great, as frequently pupils
will go back over a list of judgments and,
having found one doubtful or wrong, change
others that were formerly right. This is perhaps proof of the common-sense notion that
first impressions or intuition are after all
pretty fairly accurate. As to the criticism that
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will be raised at this point, namely that such
a test will encourge guessing, one may reply
that this will largely depend upon the teacher
and his attitude, and retort that both, from the
experience of reading and taking examinations
there is abundant evidence that guessing is a
large factor in answering the old-fashioned
examination. An excellent featcre of this form
of examination and one that has valid pedagogic results is the opportunity otherwise so
infrequently afforded for the pupil to estimate his own achievements. It is easy here
for him to do his own grading with the teacher reading the correct answers. In fact if the
form of test were given often, this would
result in great time-saving to the teacher.
The teacher who has tried to have pupils
grade an examination of the general discussion type will remember that all failing pupils graded themselves passing and that all
very good papers were graded as median in
value, a thing which can not happen where
scoring is so mathematically accurate.
i
III.

Conclusions

1. The time has not arrived to advocate
the complete laying aside of the examinations now in vogue, but it is time to advocate
the introduction of supplementary examinations which place the estimate in more objective terms, which are more interesting to
students or at least less dreaded than the
usual form of examinations, and which make
for less opportunity of bluffing on a large
scale. These are some of the advantages of
the completion-test and true-false types of
examinations.
2. Through these forms of examinations,
the teacher will improve the value of the examination, it is believed, from the teaching
side, and we must not forget that it has been
frequently proved that testing periods, if
rightly conducted, are rich in teaching results. At the same time he may utilize the
child's co-operation in the work of examination, actually developing the trait of self-examination.
3. That these forms of examining will
be found more immediately practicable in history, geography, science, and English than in
mathematics, reading, stenography, and .Latin,
is evident. However, the alert and growing
teacher will find some applications to almost
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any subject; or better still he will be led to
discoveries of the utilization of similarly
well-founded conclusions of modern psychology in devising new tests. Here is a great
unexplored field.
4. Finally, let not the teacher think that
on the whole these or any other new ventures
in the form of examinations are going to relieve him of the necessity of work.
The
greatest care needs to be taken in framing the
statements in the true-false examinations and
in making certain that in the completion-test
examinations the blank calls for one thought
and preferably one phrasing of that thought.
Ease and satisfaction in grading the results,
a check upon one's work and upon the efficiency of one's teaching, and the lessening of
drudgery—these, together with other advantages noted above, outweigh the slight additional time that needs to be taken to prepare proper educative stimuli or situations in
the form of examination questions.
W. J. Gifford

II
BROWNING THE TRUTH-TELLER
"To this end was I horn, and for this
cause came I into the world, that I should
bear witness unto the truth."
While the Pilates who would shirk responsibility are fumbling with the question
"What is truth?" and are producing the impression that it is, maybe, nothing in particular, Browning's clear voice rings out in
tones that "give the world assurance of a
man."
He stands firm upon the fact that, whatever mists we may have permitted to obscure it, something is the truth, and that the
essential truth to live by is not far from
any of us. He says many wholesome things
about getting at the truth; and he puts it
squarely up to us to tell it straight when we
have got at it.
Although truth itself is far from being
a frame of mind, our mental attitude has
much to do with our reaching it or missing
it. Why do we so often get things wrong?
What stands in our way when we seek the
truth even about any given event in our
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midst? Browning says the trouble is apt to
be some cherished theory, prepossession, prejudice.—Something happens—drops suddenly
into the pool of our community life. With
an outcry we crowd the bank
"Around the rush and ripple of any fact
Fallen stonewise, plumb on the smooth face
of things,''
and try to guess by the splash what it really
was. We even investigate a little—reach
down into the muddy water to find the thing
itself. We do not succeed in this our "feel"
after the vanished truth, though it is
"Honest enough, as the way is; all the same.
Harboring in the center of its sense
A hidden germ of failure, ....
To neutralize that honesty and leave
That feel for truth at fault, as the way is too;
Some prepossession such as starts amiss,
By but a hair's breadth at the shoulder-blade.
The arm o' the feeler, dip he ne'er so hold.
So leads arm waverlngly, lets fall wide
O' the mark its finger, sent to find and fix
Truth at the bottom. . . . 'Tls there—
The instinctive theorizing whence a fact
Looks to the eye as the eye likes the look."
If we have leaned too far in one direction, we are pretty sure to have a neighbor
whose prejudices incline him to the other side.
He comes to try it with
"the opposite feel
For truth, with a like swerve, like unsuccess."
Sometimes the difficulty is intellectual
pride, as in the Greek Cleon. Sometimes it
is mere sentimentality. One man likes "pink"
1—and for no better reason renders some
weighty decision.
In A Woman's Last,
Word, the wife consciously barters truth
under threat of losing her husband's love:
"What so false as truth is,
False to thee?
I will speak thy speech, Love,
Think thy thought."
But most often our failure to reach fact
is due to a sort of liking for the warm, soft
haze of self-deception and a fearing to face
the bare truth lest it prove stern and cold.
In Browning's belief the primal curse is that
now, as in the beginning, Satan
"Bids man love, as well as make, a lie."
The familiar short poem first named
France and later entitled Count Gismond
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must have been written with the purpose of
shocking us into the realization that we do
not hate falsehood so much as we think we
do, but perhaps regard it as a rather agreeable
thing when kept within bounds. The poet
works us up to the highest point of indignation against the malicious lie that sought
publicly to blast the fair name of a young
girl. But the avenger was at hand.
The
girl herself, years later, tells the story;
"Out strode Gismond; then I knew
That I was saved. I never met
His face before, but at first view
I felt quite sure that God had set
Himself to Satan: who would spend
A minute's mistrust on the end?
"He strode to Gauthier, in his throat
Gave him the lie, then struck his
mouth
With one back-handed blow that wrote
In blood men's verdict there. North,
south,
East, west, I looked. The lie was dead,
And damned, and truth stood tip
instead.
!

"And e'en before the trumpet's sound
Was finished, prone lay the false
knight,
Prone as his lie, upon the ground;
Gismond flew at him, used no sleight
O' the sword, but open-breasted drove
Cleaving till out the truth he clove.

"Which done, he dragged him to my feet
And said, 'Here die, but end thy
breath
In full confession, lest thou fleet
Prom my first to God's second
death!
Say, hast thou lied?' And, T have lied
To God and her,' he said, and died."
As she ends the tale, leaving our hearts
aflame for truth, she is surprised to see her
hero-husband close at hand; and presumably
for no greater reason than to save him from
a moment's embarrassment at having been
talked about, she greets him with the flabbiest and the most superfluous of fibs:
"Gismond here?
And have you brought my tercel back?
I was just telling Adela
How many birds it struck since May."
And here the poem ends.
So smooth and
gracious-seeming is the falsehood—a mere
brush of courtesy's "silken sleeve"—that we
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almost fail to perceive it or are tempted to
ignore it. Is this not a kindly trap set by the
poet to catch us and thus prove to us that,
while we had thought we hated a lie, we
really had hated only the malice in it? And
did he name the poem France because, along
with her quick intuition of honor and her
glorious chivalry, that nation has sometimes
rather hospitably entertained polite prevarication—her very name for a lie having a sort
of pleasant sound, mensonge, "a dream of
the mind" ?
Again and again Browning's poetry rings
with his own conviction that there is no
compromise to be made with untruth. Even
if folly means no harm when she calls black
white, she does harm just the same. In his
great work, The Ring and the BookJ he
shows a kind-hearted poor old soul who told
a falsehood in the motherly act of adopting
a little girl, thus doing the deed
"Part God's way, part the other way than
God's."
And all the cruel tragedy came out of this—
"simply this"—the untruth that was meant
to be so kind.
"She thought . . . real lies were lies told
For harm's sake; whereas this had good at
heart,
Good for my mother, good for me, and good
For Pietro. . . .
Wrong, wrong, and always wrong! how plainly wrong!
For see, this fault kept pricking, as faults do.
All the same at her heart; this falsehood
hatched,
She could not let It go nor keep it fast."
But to many in Browning's day truth
and poetry seemed to clash with each other
at every turn, as irreconcilable foes.
Some
of the contemporary men-of-fact—to whom
poets were, at best, only "virtuous liars"—
would have said that he must choose the one
and leave the other.
Very comforting,
then, must have been the comprehensive appreciation which he found at home, for it
had been "at poetry's divine first fingertouch" that Mrs. Browning's own spiritual
awakening came, that her soul
"Let go conventions, and sprang up
surprised,
Convicted of the great eternities
Between two worlds."
Therefore, although she is not quite fair
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to other modes of work in comparison, we
can understand why she should feel that in
her generation the poets are
"Tlie only truth-tellers now left to God
The only speakers of essential truth.
Opposed to relative, comparative.
And temporal truths; the only holders by
His sunskirts through conventional
gray glooms;
The only teachers who instruct mankind
From just a shadow on a channel wall
To find man's veritable stature out
Erect, sublime."
If, then, poetry is a part of the gravest
work of the world, it is worth noticing how
Browning set about making himself a
"true" poet after once the call had come to
him.
The very next morning he entered
upon the task of mastering the words of the
English language that they might always
ring true, like the keys of a fine instrument,
in response to his touch. And though we
may often be irritated because of the words
omitted—the relative pronouns "understood" or misunderstood—when his giant
mind goes striding on beyond us, we never
find him guilty of using a word without a
determinate meaning.
As to the content of his work, Browning's method is as old as art. Is he true
to life"? Where does he get his characters?
He certainly does not 'invent' them, except
in the original sense of that word.
He
'comes upon' them in sympathetically reading
the lives of men and women of the past.
He 'comes upon' them in sympathetically
watching the lives of men and women about
him.
Even society functions inexpressibly
boring he endures because he is afraid to
let slip any opportunity to know human life.
Meyi and Women is no mere title of his
book.
That is what one finds within the
book—men and women, whose pulses beat
with the red blood of humanity. His poetic
creed is:
No poet or any other man can
really create. Only God does that. And yet
there is the unceasing call to try to create,
so insistent that there is no growth possible
to him who disobeys it. To seek with one's
best endeavor to re-create some man who
once lived and to make him live again upon
the page—that is the poet's business; and it
is well worth while.
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"Creates? No; but resuscitates, perhaps,
. . . Although nothing which had never life
Shall get life from him—be, not having been—
Yet something dead may get to live again."
Browning's healthy mind in its eager
zest to learn how truth may be found goes
joyfully on to guess—realizing that it is but
a guess—how the highest truths may have
come to the inspired Bible writers. If Jehovah did not speak face to face with David,
for instance, as with Moses, Browning wonders how the reVelation 'came to Israel's
poet-king. He knows it came in some way:
there always has to be a way.
The poem
Saul is Browning's "feel" after this truth.
Was it, maybe, that David, exercising his
own human sympathy for Saul and the deep
wish to help him, was thus able to reach upwards and get hold of the truth of truths
that One should some day come who has
not only the yearning wish, but with it the
divine power, to bring all the help Saul needs
—all that the rest of us need?
"Would I suffer for him that I love?
So
wouldst Thou—so wilt Thou!
... 0 Saul, it shall be
A Face like my face that receives thee; a
Man like to me
Thou shalt love and be loved by forever: a
Hand like this hand
Shall throw open the gates of new life to
thee! See the Christ stand!''
Elizabeth P. Cleveland
Impart Joy and be Successful
President Eliot once said that he had often
reflected on the problem of why one person is
a successful teacher, while another of equal
knowledge, talent and character fails. As a
result of much observation he had concluded
that what makes a teacher successful is the
power to impart joy. The end of a teacher's
work should be to inspire in the pupil joy in
learning, joy in the possession of truth. This
is not a lower aim than some conceivable one,
but the highest of all, for joy is the highest
end of the universe, the final purpose of God
himself.—Frank C. Porter.

Education is an investment; Kentucky's
greatest tax is ignorance.—Governor Edwin
P. Morrow.
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III

HELPS FOR THE TEACHING OF
VIRGINIA HISTORY
Second Instalment
Among the great gifts that Virginia has
made to our nation and to the world are these
three: (r) A series of notable steps in the
development of self-government; (2) a spiritual and a material endowment of the Federal Union; (3) an unparalleled embodiment
of high ideals in her sons and daughters.
The first is seen in process of growth
from the founding of the House of Burgesses
in 1619, through Bacon's Rebellion in 1676,
the Parsons' Case in 1763, the opposition
to the Stamp Act in 1765, the Virginia
Declaration of Rights in 1776, and the
long war of the Revolution.
The second
was definitely applied in the gift of the northwest empire to the federal government in
1784 and in the work of James Madison,
'"Father of the Constitution," as well as in
the path-finding service of Washington, Jefferson, Madison, and Monroe as Presidents,
and of John Marshall as Chief Justice. The
third is known to all the English-speaking
world through the high examples of Washington, Robert E. Lee, and Woodrow Wilson.
These great gifts of Virginia are revealed cleariv and forcefully as we follow the
epic story from one stage of action to another. She early opened a school of liberty;
in due time she endowed and launched the
Union; and at all times she has given her
sons and daughters as exemplars.
She acknowledges with full credit the splendid cooperation of her sisters, but the "'Mother of
States" was first—first in time, first in honor.
Part II.

Virginia and the Revolution
Chapter XVII

Patrick Henry and the Parsons
1. How long did the American Revolution go on?
2. At first what was it? Finally what
was it?
3. What was the big result of the Revolution?
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4. What was the Parsons' Case?
5. Why did Patrick Henry argue
against the pastors and the king?
6. What feeling was shown by Bacon's
Rebellion, the Tobacco Rebellion, and the
Parsons' Case?
7. Where did Henry go in 1765? What
did he do there?
8. What did he do later in Richmond?
9. What office did he hold soon after
the war started?
10. Where may one see his statue to-day?
Chapter XVIII
Andrew Lewis and Lord Dunmore
1. What do you remember about Fort
Duquesne ?
2. Locate Point Pleasant.
3. What effect had the battle of Point
Pleasant upon the Indians?
4. Who commanded the whites at Point
Pleasant?
5. What of Colonel Charles Lewis?
6. Tell of Dunmore at Norfolk.
7. Locate Gwyn's Island.
8. What took place there?
9. Compare Bacon's Rebellion and the
Revolution.
10. Tell of the death of General Lewis.
Chapter XIX
Washington A Soldier Again
1. What was Continental Congress?
2. To what position did it appoint
Washington in 1775?
3. Where did he take command of the
army?
4. In what part of the country were the
main battles at first?
5. Where was the second stage of the
war?
6. The third stage?
7. What occurred at Yorktown, Virginia, in October, 1781?
8. What French general had been defending Virginia?
9. Name three other generals mentioned in this chapter.
10. Which one of them made a famous
statement about Washington?
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Chapter XX
Jefferson and His Pen
1. What is said about pens and swords?
2. Where was Thomas Jefferson born?
3. Where did he attend college?
4. What famous orator did he hear at
Williamsburg?
5. Of what two legislative bodies was
Jefferson a member?
6. Name three or four famous documents that Jefferson wrote or helped to
write.
7. In what city did he write the Declaration of Independence?
8. What is the most famous thing that
George Mason wrote?
g. What else did he write?
10. Name George Mason's home; Washington's; Jefferson's.
Chapter XXI
"The Hannibal of the West"
1. What man is called the "Hannibal
of the West" ? Why ?
2. Where was George Rogers Clark
born ?
3. Where was he at the beginning of
the Revolutionary War?
4. What did he do at Williamsburg?
5. What forts did he and his men capture?
6. Name the states that have been formed out of the country that Clark and his men
conquered.
7. What did Clark's brother William
do ?
8. In what cities are monuments to
William Clark?
9. In what city is George Clark's grave?
10. What handicapped G. R. Clark in
his later life?
Chapter XXII
Campbell and King's Mountain
1. Locate King's Mountain.
2. What occurred there on October 7,
1780?
3. What commander was killed there?
4. What general had sent him out?
5. What effect had this battle upon
Cornwallis's plans?
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6. Who commanded the Americans in
this battle?
^
, 11.
7. From what sections had Campbells
men been gathered?
8. Where was General Campbell's last
military service rendered?
9. How has Virginia honored General
Campbell?
10. Name some of the other American
officers at King's Mountain.
Chapter XXIII
Washington and Lafayette
1. Tell the story of a big iron key that
is now at Mt. Vernon.
2. Where was Lafayette in June, 1777?
The next month?
3. In what battle did he soon take part?
4. What did he do in 1779?
5. Tell something of his career in Virginia in 1781.
6. Tell something of his visits to America in 1784 and 1824.
7. What was the name of the ship in
which Lafayette returned to France in 1825?
8. Why was that name especially fitting?
g. What are the colors in the flag of
F ranee ?
10. Why did many young men and women from the United States go to France
recently ?
Part III.

Virginia and the Stronger
Union
Chapter XXIV

"The Mother of States"
1. Mention three nicknames of Virginia.
2. How did she get the first one?—See
Chapter VIII.
3. Tell why she may properly be called the Mother of States.
4. How did she get the other title?—
Sec chapters XXVI and XLVIII.
5. What state is the oldest daughter
of Virginia?
6. Which is the youngest?
7. Name five states north of the Ohio
River made from territory that once belonged
to Virginia.
8. Name five eminent sons of Virginia
mentioned in this chapter.
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9. Mention something important that
each one did.
10. What northern state seems closely
akin to Virginia?
Chapter XXV
Washington and Madison in Independence Hall
1. What is Independence Hall? Where
is it?
2. How many constitutions has the
United States had?
3. Why was the older one not satisfactory ?
4. What state proposed a convention at
Annapolis in 1786?
5. What grew out of 'the Annapolis
convention ?
6. Who presided over the Philadelphia
convention ?
7. Name the oldest delegate present.
8. Who was perhaps the most brilliant
delegate?
9. Who earned the name, ''Father of the
Constitution" ?
10. What was published fifty years after
1787?
Chapter XXVI
Four Virginia Presidents
1. In what city was Washington inaugurated President in 1789?
2. Who was the first President inaugurated in Washington City?
3. Name the four early Virginia Presidents.
4. How many years did each one serve
as President?
5. What do our warships do as they
pass Mt. Vernon?
6. What territory was acquired while
Jefferson was President?
7. Who explored it?
8. What territory was acquired while
Monroe was President?
9. What was the most notable thing
Monroe did?
10. Which two Presidents were born in
■Westmoreland County?
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Chapter XXVII
John

Marshall, the Great Chief
Justice
1. What famous man died in Philadelphia in 1835?
2. What about the crack in the Liberty
Bell?
3. Where was John Marshall born?
4. What company did he join to enter
the Revolution?
5. Where did he attend college later?
6. Where did he locate to practice law?
7. Tell something about an old brick
house and a big high school.
8. What position did Marshall hold for
thirty-four years?
9. What effect did his decisions have on
the federal laws?
10. What can you say of Marshall's personal manners?
Part IV.

The Period of Growth and
Great Differences
Chapter XXVHI

The Gateways in the Mountains
1. What new state was made in 1792?
in 1802?
2. Locate and name the three natural
gateways from Virginia to the West.
3. Which of these leads directly into
Kentucky ?
4. Through which did General Braddock pass in 1755?
5. Through which did General Lewis
lead his troops in 1774?
6. Through which 'did Daniel Boone
pass to and fro?
7. Who was the first Virginian to go
through Cumberland Gap?
8. What famous book gets its title from
a trail near Cumberland Gap?
9. What was the "Warrior's Path"?
10. Who was Tecumseh?
Chapter XXIX
Rumsey and McCormick
1. Why is a steamboat better than a
rowboat ?
2, Who made a steamboat in 1807?
Where?
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7. Name some of the great men who
3. Who made one twenty years earlier?
helped
Mr. Jefferson establish the univerWhere ?
4. Locate Shepherdstown on a map. In sity.
8. What is the honor system:
what state is it now?
g. Who wrote Mr. Jefferson's epitaph?
5. Where did Rumsey die? Why was
10. /What things did he wish rememhe there?
bered ?
6. Who invented the reaper ?
Chapter XXXII
7. Where did he live at first? Where
did he live later?
Turnpikes and Stage Coaches
8. How many of you have seen a
1. Tell why wagon roads are needed in
McCormick reaper?
9. In what foreign countries did Mc- addition to canals, steamboats, and railroads.
2. What was a corduroy road?
Cormick s reapers win prizes?
3. What is a macadamized road?
10. How did the McCormicks use some
4. What was a turnpike?
of their money?
5. How did the stage-drivers let people
know they were coming?
Chapter XXX
6. Where did passengers sometimes ride
"The Mill Boy of the Slashes"
when the inside of the coach was full?
7. What was done with the stage horses
1. Why was Henry Clay called the
while the coach halted at the taverns?
"Mill Boy of the Slashes"?
8. How many horses usually drew a
2. Why was he called the "Great
stage coach?
Peace-Maker"?
g. At what famous place in Virginia
3. Where did he get a job at the age
was
a stage coach kept until recent years?
of fourteen?
10. Do you know of any old road on
4. Where did he settle when he was
which stages used to run?
twenty-one ?
5. Tell something interesting about
Chapter XXXIII
Lexington, Kentucky.
6. Tell something interesting about
Ante-Bellum Days
Lexington, Virginia.
1. What do we mean by ante-bellum
7. What other Lexington is famous in
days?
American History?
2. What can you say of the roads that
8. Mention some inventions that were
were not turnpikes?
made during Clay's lifetime.
3. What were the people of eastern
g. Over what three things were great
Virginia called?
differences growing up?
4. What were the people west of the
10. What did Clay try to do regarding
Blue Ridge nicknamed?
these differences?
5. Why were there more different kinds
of churches west of the Ridge?
Chapter XXXI
6. Where did one man say he learned
The University of Virginia
to write?
7. What were drovers?
1. In what different ways was Jefferson
8. What was wagoning?
a builder?
9. What can you say of ante-bellum
2. What did he regard as the real
hospitality?
foundation of our government?
10. Tell something about the musters.
3. Name some of the great schools of
Virginia.
4. In what year was the University of
Virginia opened to students?
The teacher who doesn't earn more than
5. Name some of the early students.
6. Name some of the later ones, now he gets doesn't earn as much as he gets.—
Ohio Educational Monthly.
famous.
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IV

TRADITIONAL CHRISTMAS FOODS
"Now Christmas comes, 'tis fit that we
Should feast and sing, and merry be;
Keep open house; let fiddlers play :
A fig for cold: sing care away."
For long ages, since Christmas was first
celebrated in the second century, it has been
marked by the spreading of good cheer and
the serving of rich foods. A large number
of traditions and customs have been handed
down from generation to generation which
tend to endear the Christmas season to us,
and along with these has come the custom
of serving certain meats and dishes at the
Christmas feast.
Naturally, different customs sprang up
in different countries, but we do not have to
go away from home to find them.
In
America we have peoples of many nationalities.
From the Dutch, who settled New York
State, we get the old Dutch customs and
manners. In an account, given by an old
lady, of the Christmas festival kept in her
home, even until the early part of the nineteenth century, we are told of the magnificent feasts which they all enjoyed so much.
She says:
"An abundant dinner and good living was
from time immemorial a fundamental part of
the creed of an open-handed and whole hearted
Dutchman who was impervious to innovations.
"The whole affair was always conducted
with admirable success. Nothing seemed to
be lacking of national dishes: supaan in milk,
hoofd kaas, rolletjcs, hieltjes, en pootjes,
worst, krufletjis, koolsla, heet en koud, ollkoekjes, and other primitive luxuries.
At
this annual stuffing, as a matter of course,
there were also myriads of foreign dishes:
sturgeon or Albany beef, pickled and boiled;
savory venison, turkeys, pigeons, pastry, and
dainties of all kinds
The Yaas! Yaas!
the dinner excellent, the wine delicious, the
toasts patriotic, the fine band discoursing
music most enlivening—all contributed to
their pleasures and no occasion to vent any
stock of spleen
"
From the description of the Christmas
eve supper, given to an old English pioneer's
daughter on her return from boarding school,
as found in James Fenimore Cooper's book,
The Pioneers, we might judge that the English as well as the Dutch celebrated Christ-
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mas with an abundance of food.
On this
particular occasion, so strikingly characteristic of many others, the table was laid with
"the most beautiful damask," real china,
knives and forks of "exquisitely polished
steel," set in "unclouded ivory," and everything of the very best that could be had. Among the dishes which were served are the
following: a fricassee of grey squirrel, fish
fried, fish boiled, venison steak, roasted
bear's meat, boiled leg of mutton, roasted
turkey, boiled turkey, and every species of
vegetable that the season and country afforded. The four corners of the exquisitely decked
table were garnished with plates of cakes,
nut cakes, sweet cakes, "cards of gingerbread," and plum cakes. Saucers of sweetmeats were also distributed over the table,
and by each plate were placed saucers containing a motley pie of slices of apples,
mince, pumpkin, cranberries, and custard.
Brandy, rum, gin, wine, cider, beer, and a
favorite drink, "flip", were also served. As
Cooper says, "The object seemed to be confusion."
Of course the manners of celebrating
and the dishes used have changed a great
deal, but we still find in the American home
traces of these customs brought over from
the old world by our early ancestors, and today, a great many of the oldest ones are being revived.
The serving of the Christmas goose is
a custom given us by our German ancestors
and Christmas without a goose is like
Thanksgiving without a turkey. The goose
was perhaps chosen as the Christmas fowl
because at this time of the year it is unusually
palatable. Later in the year the meat becomes very insipid. It is usually served with
a very rich characteristic sauce.
The use of the Christmas pudding has
also come down through the ages. This tradition is distinctly English. Miss Frances
E. Vinton tells us, "The old English steamed
pudding, decorated with holly and will-o'the-wisp flames of the burning brandy, was
the glory of the meal, as it was brought in
proudly by the cook herself, and placed in
front of the host."
Today we find many
families serving plum pudding in the same
manner, but we have changed from the use
of the unleavened pudding to the leavened
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pudding, which has as a foundation plain
cake batter instead of bread crumbs.
The Christmas pie also occupies a very
important place in the dinner. Washington Irving in his account of Christmas at
Bracebridge Hall, tells of the famous peacock pie, from which emerged on one side
the head of the bird and on the other side
its wonderful plumage.
We do not indulge in such an elaborate pie today, but this
was probably the ancestor of our present
mince pie.
In an article written in the
seventeenth century there is a description
of a dish that corresponds closely to our
modern pie. The composition is given in
the following: In every family they make
at Christmas a famous pie which they call
a Christmas pie. ''The making of this is a
great science; it is a learned medley of neat's
tongue, the brawn of a chicken, eggs, sugar,
currants, citron, and orange peel, various
sorts of spices, etc."
In mentioning the old customs, one should
not fail to mention the bringing in the boar's
head. This was a most important feature
in old English days. It was usually brought
in with a great deal of ceremony, and, we
find numerous accounts telling of the songs
sung over it and the decorations used. We
might reproduce this custom by the use of the
pig's head, served on a large platter and garnished with holly.
During the nineteenth century a great
many of these old traditions were allowed to
die out; but the twentieth century has
brought forth a movement which tends "to
revive the best of the old and harmonize it
with the new."
The American home is
doing its bit to bring back these old customs
which for centuries have characterized
Christmas and have been so dear to our ancestors.
Rosa Payne Heidelberg

Q. E. D.
Better paid teachers 'will mean better
prepared teachers; better prepared teachers
will mean better taught children; better
taught children will mean better citizenship.
—Edwin P. Morrow, Governor of Kentucky.

V
NEWS AND OPINIONS OF OUR EDUCATIONAL

CONTEMPORARIES

Recommendations of the Commissioner
of Education Looking to the Betterment of the Bureau of Education
From the Annual Report of the Secretary of the Interior for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1920, the following recommendations of Philander P. Claxton, Commissioner of Education, are especially to be
noted:
The Commissioner of Education has submitted a series of 29 recommendations for the
betterment of the bureau so that it may effectively deal with the very complex problems
of an educational system to meet the needs of
over 20,000,000 children residing in a territory so vast that conditions vary in all graduations, from those common to the extreme
tropical zone to those prevailing in the extreme frigid zones.
He desires to restore
several activities of the bureau for which
Congress did not appropriate the necessary
funds during the last year.
They are in
connection with school-directed home gardening in cities and towns of over 2,500 inhabitants, one of the best and most valuable forms
of employment for children between the ages
of 8 and 15 years; the instruction of persons
of foreign birth in the English language, and
in the geography, history, industrial requirements, and manners and customs of our country, a work vitally important to the strength
and welfare of the Nation: community organization, for the purpose of gathering the activities and interests of communities around the
schoolhouse as a center; educational extension, to extend education for vocational efficiency, for citizenship, and general culture to
many of the 4,000,000 recently discharged
soldiers, to millions of laboring men and women and to the recenty enfranchised women
of the United States, to the millions of
foreign-born men and women who wish to
become acquainted with the ideals of America,
and to the 2,500,000 boys and girls who every
year attain their majority and enter the rank
of active citizens: education of racial groups,
for the purpose of solving the problem of the
adaptation of the means of education to the
Negroes of the United States and the education of the backward peoples in its Territories
and possessions; and school-board service,
through which the bureau can greatly help
boards of education and boards of trustees
of universities, colleges, normal schools, and
technical schools in finding teachers of the
grade and kind that are sought from the coun-
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try at large rather than from local communities. All of these activities have at one time
been carried on by the bureau and the need
for them has been amply shown.
In addition to the re-establishment of those
things already mentioned, the commissioner
recommends that the bureau receive appropriations for and take up the investigation of the
education of the exceptional children, such as
the deaf, the blind, the incorrigible, the diseased, and those whose superiority, general or
specific, makes it desirable that they be given
special opportunities in special subjects or for
general promotion; the investigation of adult
illiteracy and the dissemination of information
as to the best methods of teaching illiterate
men and women to read and write; co-operation with schools, universities, colleges, and
normal schools in making important and definite experiments under scientific control in
elementary and secondary school education;
and co-operation with State and county officers
in establishing and maintaining model rural
schools for the purpose of adding to the effectiveness of rural schools throughout the
United States.
For the established work of the bureau in
the fields of higher education, rural schools,
commercial education, child health, city
school administration, visual instruction,
co-operation between school and home,
industrial training, foreign educational
systems, statistics, and medical relief in
Alaska,
the commissioner desires increased appropriations, additional members to
the staff of expert workers and clerical force,
larger traveling and printing funds, higher
statutory salaries, and the removal of the limitation placed upon salaries paid from lumpsum appropriations.
He renews his recommendation for the
erection of a building adequate to house the
educational activities of the National Government, and suggests that such a building might
properly be erected in memorial of the patriotic services rendered by the schools, their
teachers, and pupils during the Great War,
and that these teachers and children might
well be permitted to contribute to the cost of
the building.
Today We Recognize that the State
"Has Children to Educate"
An interesting sidelight on the old days
in education is to be had from reading the
following paragraphs taken from the Rockingham Register of August 30, 1866, a weekly paper published in Harrisonburg, Va.
"We direct special attention this week
to the various schools in Virginia advertised
in the Register. As the time is very short
before the sessions will commence, it is hardly
necessary to more than bring prominently for-
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ward each school, so that our readers who
have children to educate may make their selections.
"In Harrisonburg, we have the Rockingham Female Institute, Rev. Mr. Custer,
Principal; Rockingham Male Academy, E.
H. Scott, B. F. Wade, and C. F. Harris,
Principals; Miss Alice Houck's school for
children; Miss Mollie McQuaide's school
for children; Miss Fannie Lowman's school
for children; also, Miss Carrie Harrison's
school for children. Rev. A. P. Boude will
open a select school for young ladies in the
basement of the M. E. Church on the hill.
These various schools offer facilities and opportunities to scholars of all ages and attainments.
''The Male and Female Academies will
both be opened in New Market under competent teachers
"From this array of Academies of instruction, we are sure those who have children to educate cannot fail to select some one
of them to patronize.—The great point to
be considered is, have we not in Virginia
schools sufficiently comprehensive in design
to meet the requirements of the times, without sending our youth to distant States?"
Does Mere Charm Help Win High
Marks ?
Goucher professors are inclined to agree
with Professors Brown and Tate, of the
University of California, who recently made
the statement that a pretty girl can "vamp"
her way through college.
"There is, indeed, a grave tendency among
professors to be influenced by the beauty of
their students in the giving of marks," says
Professor Harry T. Baker, of the English
department. "In fact, I have found myself
that I must guard against not only personal
attractiveness of the girl, but her capacity
for 'blarney' as well. I should say that at
least ten per cent, of our students think they
know how to 'work' their Jprofelssors for
marks."
Mr. Baker is supported in his belief by
Dr. Ella Lonn and Dr. Mary Williams of
the history department.
Dr. Lonn states
that not alone are the men susceptible to the
charms of their students, but the average girl
will choose a class under a man professor in
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preference to that of a woman because she
knows that the women are apt to be more
critical and exacting than are the men.
"Men are influenced by the pretty girl,"
says Dr. Williams, "but I do not know that
they are more strongly influenced than the
women would be by attractive male students.
I have known several instances of women
professors in coeducational colleges who have
become 'foolish' over their pupils and have
even gone so far as to marry them."
Dr. H. H. Lloyd, professor of chemistry,
denies that the "good-looking" girl has any
more chance than her sister who is less fortunate. He declares that, although an unmarried man may be more susceptible to
the wiles of students, the married man
does not regard them as girls, but considers
them, impersonally, as individual students
without regard to the sex.
"It is true that very frequently the clever
girl is pretty as well," Dr. Lloyd admits,
"and this may be responsible for the prevailing belief that the pretty girl 'gets by' on her
looks."
The students themselves admit that it is
not work alone that gets them their A. B.'s.
It is not a difficult matter, they say, to gauge
a "Prof." and know whether or not it is
necessary for them to exert themselves in his
classes.
"There's no need of Worrying about 'flunk
slips' if you know how to handle 'em," is the
verdict of a senior who has used her system
successfully throughout her four years of college life.—Baltimore Sun.
Baltimore Citizens Face Facts
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one to five; that is, the window area is 20
per cent of the floor space. Half of the class
rooms of Baltimore have less than 15.2 per
cent window area in relation to floor space.
"Photometric readings show that in many
of the darker rooms the children have less
than two foot-candles of light provided on
their desks, compared with a standard of nine
foot-candles, which most of us provide for
ourselves in order that we may use our eyes
comfortably.
"The greatest danger to school children
in Baltimore," as revealed by the survey he is
conducting, Dr. Strayer said, "has to do with
the fire risks in many buildings.
In very
few cases is the heating plant enclosed in a
fireproof room. Since school fires occur ^ in
the basement, in connection with the heating
plant, it would seem that this minimum of
protection ought to be provided in every
school building.
Baltimore is fortunate in
having escaped any great catastrophe such as
have occurred in schools in other communities."
Randolph-Macon Graduates
According to a recent announcement
made by Randolph-Macon College, Ashland,
Va., the total number of graduates of the institution up to 1920 is 945- In view of this
rather small figure, it is interesting to notice
how large, comparatively, bulks the number
of graduates now engaged in various professional activities. These are preliminary figures, but indicate something of the superior
training which Randolph-Macon graduates
must receive.
Ministry, 178; law, 140; medicine, 97;
college presidents, 32; college professors and
instructors, 109; other teachers 202; missionaries, 13-

In an address before members of the
City Club of Baltimore the evening of October 30, Dr. George D. Strayer, of Teachers
College, Columbia University, asserted that National Government Can Not DisreBaltimore had been neglecting her schools.
gard Education
Business men who sat listening did not say
The Federal Government can not afford
"You are knocking our town, you outsider;"
instead, they listened all the more intently not to promote education. When Herbert
and left the meeting determined to put Fisher, Minister of Education, asked the
through the bond issue on November 2, English Parliament during the Great War
wherewith to provide money for the con- for increased millions for the support and
struction of good school buildings in the City extension of public education, the question
was raised as to whether the British Empire
of Baltimore.
"The standard relationship," Dr. Strayer could afford it under existing conditions.
said, "between window area and floor space is Mr. Fisher replied that when a nation is
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considering a productive expenditure which
is not only an investment but an insurance
the more important question is whether it
can afford not to spend the money. Parliament responded and voted the increased appropriation.
The same question confronts
the American Nation today. Education
can not be disregarded by the National Government. National ideals can not be realized
without national leadership and support.
There must be the unifying influence of a
national incentive that education may accomplish the greatest good and make the largest
contribution to national welfare.—N. E. ABulletin for November, 1920.
We believe that at no time in the history
of education has it been so important that
teachers and school administrators should
unite in a determined effort to render to the
public the most devoted and efficient service
of which they are capable. Fidelity to our
trust must be our watchword, improvement
of our service must be our unswerving aim.—
Resolution adopted by the National Educational Association, Salt Lake City, July,
1920.
What Does "Educated" Mean?
We once taught our youths to make
Latin verses, and called them educated; now
we teach them to leap, and to row, to hit a
ball with a bat, and call them educated. Can
they plough, can they sow, can they plant at
the right time, or build with a steady hand?
Is it the effort of their lives to be chaste,
knightly, faithful, holy in thought, lovely in
word and deed?—John Ruskin. (1868)
We can not over-emphasize the significance
of inspiring pupils to interest themselves in
developing initiative in selecting things in
nature and art to enjoy through close and
continued study through observation.—A. E.
Winship.
The Bureau of Education, Department
of the Interior, during the year ending June
30, 1920, received requests for 5,600 teachers
and made 5,000 nominations for positions.
Taxation of real estate values, and especially of unoccupied land, will be a major
source of enlarged school revenues for a number of years to come.—W. Randolph Burgess.

VI
THE BOOK OT THE MONTH
Modern Punctuation
In his Modern Punctuation Mr. Summey
has given us a gripping book, alive and
thought-provoking, not a textbook or a printers' manual, though a work to be appreciated
only by those who have not despised the
guidance of these pedagogues to punctuation.
It is a dissertation—if one may use so dry a
word for a book so juicy—on contemporary
usage. Attention is concentrated upon the
practice in recent American-printed books and
in periodicals of 1917 and 1918. Much of
the truth that the author brings will not
reach pupils except through broad-minded
teachers.
The book will be enjoyed by
trained writers and expert printers, who have
honored the "laws" of punctuafion, until,
having become masters, they are now restrained by something far more than mere
rules—by a sense of tone and emphasis and
a love of proportion.
It seems worth while to give, largely in
fragments from his own sentences, the author's chief doctrine, as gleaned throughout
the entire book.
Punctuation is an art; it is not a code.
It is not a matter of mere mechanical correctness, to be secured by dogmatic prohibition or prescription, in which useful alternatives are too often ignored.
It is to be
constantly and discriminatingly adjusted to
the purpose in hand, not according to any
set of rules, but according to individual circumstances.
Punctuation has no excuse for
being except so- far as it is an aid in conveying the writer's meaning as clearly and as
economically as possible, with the right kind
of movement and the proper distribution of
emphasis. But this is high service—to be a
help in bearing the poet's message, along
with the words and the eloquent white space,
which allows "a bit of silence all about the
writing."
Mr. Summey warns us that the use of
too many punctuation marks is sometimes
rhetorical vanity. They are not intended
to be noticed for themselves. The fewest
and least obtrusive marks that will do the reModem Punctuation, by George Summey,
Jr.
New York; Oxford University Press,
265 pages. (51.50).
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quired work—that is the ideal. There is
now a widespread and wholesome objection
to anything in words or pointing that suggests stiffness or self-consciousness. Besides,
written sentences are now so close to spoken
English that much less punctuation is necessary than formerly. Punctuation is not a
panacea for bad composition.
A passage
which is very hard to punctuate needs to be
rewritten.
Structure which requires the
long-subject comma for clearness is usually
bad structure.
One of the strong protests raised by the
author is that textbook writers, being concerned almost exclusively with the sentence,
have practically divorced punctuation from its
relation to the paragraph; whereas an important part of its function is to distinguish
between principal and less important matter
within the paragraph and to help in marking the boundaries of introduction, conclusion, and development.
Indeed the paragraph itself is a sort of super-punctuation.
Again, a writer should make his own decisions in punctuation. He should not
leave them to the compositor, who is likely
to be busy enough with the type or the machine. But if printers are required to do half
the pointing, they are not to be blamed for
making rules which will roughly serve for
average cases. Of course authors can not
make provision against line-breaks. In this
they depend on the printer, trusting him to
guard against such syllable-splitting as may
puzzle the reader even momentarily.
Flashes of discriminating humor play
among the author's careful characterizations
of the different points. There are warnings
against "admiring capitals,'' "the ineffective
ironical commentary of the question mark
within curves," "the riotous use of emotional
points," "the quotation marks calling attention to one's own verbal felicity," the excessive use of periods, "as if each remark were
a jewel of wisdom worthy to be set as a
solitaire." Some of the epithets applied to the
versatile dash are "the sob, the stammer, the
mark of unutterable emotion, and the mark of
ignorance." We read that, in punctuating
a series, "though the style with comma before
the conjunction has the weight of textbook
authority and of careful usage," many newspapers continue the opposite practice. Then
follows a remark evidently wrung from experience: "Compositors who believe that a
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conjunction bars the comma believe it with
all their hearts." When in such hands, we
are advised that "a convenient way to avoid
the difficulty—and lighten style—is to manage series informally without conjunctions.
The treatment of the apostrophe is very
orthodox and businesslike, but in another part
of the book is found the ironical hint that the
word dont in some of Mr. Bernard Shaw's
prefaces would look less "annoying" if graced
with the familiar sign. This sin of omission
must be contagious, for it is Mr. Horace
Traubel, reviewing Henderson's life of Shaw,
who writes; "I dont know whether his book
takes me any nearer Shaw
Shaw
dont account for the fool."
It is surprising that Mr. Summey does
not notice the fact that the apostrophe is going out of use-—practically has gone out of
use—in such proper names as Princes Street,
Farmers National Bank, Teachers College,
Browns Ferry, doubtless upon the principle
that the purpose is merely to name the place
or object and not to express actual possession.
He is, perhaps, too much afraid of
restrictions and prohibitions.
By the
way, no barometer is needed in order
to established the conviction that he
is opposed to prohibition in general.
Besides certain damp editorial utterances
quoted among the varied examples of pointing, we come upon such a remark as this:
"Those who frame prohibitions with regard
to punctuation marks apparently assume that
there is nothing between debauchery and total
abstinence."—Well, the author, though son
of a minister, is a Kentuckian.
; But, in fact, he does seem to have a little
too much dread of "rule" and "law". And to
the verb "is required" apparently clings some
dark memory of past bondage. Moreover, his
antipathy to the formal balanced sentence
is so marked as to suggest an overturned idol
of sophomoric style.
He even bears some
grudge against the semicolon for having been
associated with such bad company.
In all seriousness, since rules are so necessary in; the earlier stages of any craft, should
a writer fall out with them when they have
helped to lead him to the point where he no
longer needs them, having caught the habit
and the spirit?
Though "the law made
nothing perfect," what shall we say of "the
bringing in thereupon of a better hope" ?
e. p. c.
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VII
EDUCATIONAL COMMENT
State Teachers' Association
The outstanding features of the annual
Educational Conference, which convened in
Richmond Thanksgiving week, were efforts
to democratise the association and to bring
the teachers who do not attend the annual
meeting into more vital touch with the work
of the association. This undoubtedly will be
accomplished through the first resolution presented by the resolutions committee and passed by the association.
Resolutions of the State Teachers'
Association
November 26, 1920
1. Whereas many members of the State
Teachers Association are not able to attend the annual meetings of the association and are therefore not able to express
their opinions in regard to the many matters that come before it for consideration.
Be It Resolved, that it shall be the duty
of the President of this Association to determine, as far as possible, what problems
and policies he will present to this body
for its consideration at its regular annual
meeting and to present these matters to
the various local organizations that compose the State Teachers Association for
their consideration at their local meetings
immediately preceding the annual conference, in order that these bodies may consider these matters and may instruct their
delegates, if they wish, as to their attitude in regard to them.
2. Whereas, many teachers of the State have
not received prompt payment of their
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salaries from local school boards and have
thereby been caused much inconvenience
and financial embarrassment:
Be It Resolved, that the Executive Committee of the State Teachers Association
be instructed to request The State Board
of Education to promulgate such rules
and regulations and to take such further
section as may be necessary to see that all
teachers of the State, whether in rural
districts or in cities, receive their monthly
salaries on the first of the month as required by law.
3. Whereas the people of Virginia, by passing the amendment to section 136 of the
Constitution of Virginia, have recognized
the inadequacy of the financial support
of our public schools and inasmuch as the
solutions of nearly all the big problems
connected with the further development
of our public schools is impossible without increased revenue for public education.
Be It Resolved, a. that it shall be the
duty of every member of this organization
to inform himself in regard to the financial needs of the schools in his community
and, in co-operation with his school board
and Superintendent to use his utmost effort to see that his local Board of Supervisors or City Council levy a local tax
sufficiently large to meet the needs of our
schools.
b. That the President of
this Association appoint a commitee of
three whose duty it shall be to furnish
teachers, trustees and division: superlm
tendents with such information as will
enable them intelligently and effectively
to accomplish the aforesaid purpose.
c. That the State Department of Education and the State
higher Institutions of learning be requested to use their efforts wherever possible
and wherever desirable to see that sufficient funds are provided to give every
child in Virginia a fair chance for an education and every teacher fair compensation for his services.
4. Whereas, the people of Virginia have expressed themselves as favorable to compulsory education and have removed the
constitutional barriers to an effective compulsory attendance law,
Be It Resolved, that the legislative committee of the State Teachers Association is
hereby instructed to make a careful study
of the problem of compulsory school attendance in co-operation with the State
Board of Education and to report to this
body at its next annual meeting the draft
of an effective compulsory attendance law
that this body may consistently urge for
favorable consideration by the Legislature
of Virginia at its next biennial session.
5. Whereas, a large degree of dissatifactlon is
felt on the part of the principals and
teachers of the State with the inequitable
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contract now in force between teachers
and school boards,
Be It Resolved, that the State Teachers
Association direct the proper committee
to work for the bringing about of a more
equitable contract between the teachers
of the State and their respective school
boards.
6. Whereas, on August 2, 1920, Mallory K.
Cannon, President of the State Teachers'
Association died at Leesville, Bedford
County, Ya., after a brief illness, and,
whereas the officers and directors of the
State Teachers' Association realized that
President Cannon was preparing plans for
the growth and development of the Association, and that his leadership would
have meant an era of progress in its
history.
Therefore, Be It Resolved, that we deeply
deplore the untimely death of this efficient
principal, broadminded educator, and ideal
citizen.
Be It Resolved Further, that a page of the
minutes of the State Teachers' Association
be set apart and inscribed to his memory
and that the following be recorded thereon:
To the memory of Mallory K. Cannon, Born in Norfolk, Va., July 21,
1870, son of Dr. Douglas C. Cannon and Elizabeth Mallory King
• Cannon, Master of Arts of the
University of Virginia, 1892, Assistant Principal Norfolk High
School 1895-1916, Principal Maury
High School, Norfolk, Va. 19161920, President State Teachers'
Association January li, 1920 to
August 2, 1920.
The Secretary is hereby directed to communicate this action to the bereaved
widow and children.
7. Be It Resolved, that the hearty thanks of
this Association be tendered to the City
Council of Richmond, The Hotel Association, The Retail Merchants Association,
for their generous entertainment of this
body; to the Governor and Mrs. Westmoreland Davis for their gracious hospitality to the delegates; to the Corley Company and the Lee Serguson Piano Co. for
their much appreciated provision for a
concert at the City Auditorium; to the
League of Richmond Teachers for the enjoyable reception and dance; to Superintendent Hill and the Registration and Entertainment Committees of the Richmond
Schools for the comfort and pleasure of
all visitors, and to the press of the city for
their attention and reports of our proceedings.
Signed:
Samuel P. Duke, Chairman
W. D. Ellis
Lula D. Metz
A. B. Brlstow
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Additional Resolutions Presented From the
Floor and Passed
Whereas: The recent addition of large new
groups to our electorate has increased the need for more thorough and extended Citizenship
education, be it therefore
Resolved: That this Association hereby recommends the introduction of
fuller instruction in citizenship
and practical government, not
only into a greater number of
schools, but in those clubs and
community organizations with
which its members may be connected.
Be It Resolved: (a) That the State Teachers Association reaffirm its belief
that the Smith-Towner bill is essential to the proper development
of education in the United States
and in Virginia.
(b) That a copy of this
resolution be sent to our Representatives and Senators with the
request that they use their efforts
and Influence toward the passage
of this bill.
An Executive Secretary and the Virginia Journal of Education
The State Association enacted a most
important piece of legislation when it provided at its last session for a full time Exeecutive Secretary who should in addition to
his duties as organizer and secretary for the
Association act as Editor and Business Manager of the Virginia Journal of Education,
which the Association had formally taken
over. This Executive Secretary will be paid
a salary not to exceed $3500.00 per annum
and it is the hope of the Association that a
most capable person may be found to do
this work. The Executive Secretary should
take up his new duties on July 1st, at which
time the present editors of the Journal relinquish control.
This action necessitated
an increase of the state membership dues to
fifty cents, which we believe will meet with
the approval of the teachers at large throughout the state. We expect to see the Journal
enter a new era of usefulness under this arrangement.
Affiliation With the N. E. A.
The State Teachers Association is now
definitely affiliated with the National Education Association and becomes an integral
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part of the representative assembly of this
powerful organization. This one step has
furnished the connecting link between the
individual teacher in the class room and this
national organization through the medium of
his local association and the State Association.
Virginia is entitled to six delegates
to this national meeting and the motion accepting the conditions of affiliation stipulated
that the President of the State Association
must be included as one of the delegates.
Selectiveness
It is encouraging to note that Superintendent Hart in a recent letter to the Division
Superintendents not only urged them to do
what they could to increased local levies sufficiently to produce a reasonable amount for
teachers' salaries, but also urged that this
fund should be distributed in such a way as
to encourage trained teachers to take up the
work in rural schools. Further on Superintendent Hart suggests in regard to recruiting teachers for the educational institutions
and particularly for the University, William
and Mary, and the four Normal Schools
that:
"Heretofore many of us have been driven
to the rather unwholesome practice of attempting to induce almost everybody to enter
the teaching profession.
By making an
earlier start I sincerely trust that we
will find sufficient latitude to really undertake the process of selection.
Having
selected a number of individuals, the attractiveness of teaching ought to be held out to
them primarily. Few of them will find a
happier chance for helpful and pleasant
public service.
In addition, the financial
remuneration will next year be more encouraging."
1 believe that the community's duty to
education is its paramount moral duty. By
law and punishment, by social agitation and
discussion, rociety can regulate and form
itself in a more or less haphazard and chance
way.
But through education society can
formulate its own purposes, can organize its
own means and resources, and thus shape
itself with definiteness and economy in the
direction in which it wishes to move.-—John
Dewey.

VIII
A READING LIST FROM THE
MONTH'S MAGAZINES
"The Nation's Supreme Task", by
Edwin A. Alderman. The World's Work.
Education as the Nation's supreme duty
—but a practical education^ spiritually as
well as materially.
"The New Ignorance," by Lothrop
Stoddard. SaHbner's Magazine.
A call to the constructive minds of the
world to combat the threat of the New Ignorance which has wrought! havoc in the
realm of ideas by shattering the world's intellectual life through the recent war.
"Robert Louis Stevenson's Contributions
to Life and Literature," by Lauchlan Mc
Lean Watt. Scribner's Magazine.
A tenderly sympathetic presentation of
the things of the spirit that enabled Stevenson to go bravely on amidst the many handicaps of his life until, like a few other rare
souls like him, he "saw God's face looking
straight at him."
"Helping Children to Write Christmas
Stories," by Elizabeth M. Durkin. Normal
Instructor and Primary Plans.
An abundantly illustrated presentation of
plans and materials, having as an aim the
development of interest enough to keep a
class awake without constant resort to the
gavel.
"Wanted: Three Billions a Year for
Schools," by Louis Graves. The World's
Work.
A frank discussion of Dr. P. P. Claxton's claims of our educational needs.
"Educational Elephantiasis," by Burges
Johnson. The WorltTs Work.
A note of warning to educational institutions as to making their claims and aims
mere size.
!
"Social Relations in Children's Books,"
by Alice M. Jordan. The Survey.
An inquiry concerning itself with the
examination of the ideas of social relations
obtained from a number of recent books intended for boys and girls.
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RECENT BOOKS THAT SHOULD
INTEREST TEACHERS
The American Home Diet, by E. V. McCollum
and Nina Simmonds. Detroit:
Frederick
C. Mathews Company. 1920. 237 pages.
($3.65).
This book is written primarily for the
housewife. It Is an attempt to answer the
"ever present question, 'What Shall We Have
for Dinner?' " The aim of the authors is to
show in nonrtechnical language why certain
food combinations are better than others, and
what dangers come out of wrong food combinations. The book is based on the most
recent scientific knowledge gained through the
experimental feeding of animals. The authors
speak in rather an apologetic tone of the liberal use of meat in the diet, but recognize the
fact that food habits and psychic demands
must not be ignored if the message to the
housewife is to be carried over.
Part I deals with dietary properties of
common foods and shows that meats, tubers,
roots and seed products must be supplemented
by the "protective foods'", milk, leafy vegetables, and eggs. Diseases which result from
faulty diets are discussed briefly, and simple
definite information is given showing how
such diseases may be prevented and cured by
proper diets. Stress is laid on the fact that
too little milk Is used in the average American diet.
Part II consists largely of menus for the
entire year. These menus follow up certain
principles laid down in Part I, such as the
need of an abundance of milk, leafy vegetables,
and fruit in the diet every day.
Typical
menus of the meat, bread and potato type are
condemned and corrected. Some of the changes
seem insignificant, but in most cases "protective foods'* are added. Mashed potatoes,
stuffed potatoes, scalloped potatoes, are substituted for baked potatoes, thus adding a little
more milk to the diet.
The teacher of Foods and Cookery, as well
as the housewife, will find this book of value in her work.
P. P- M.
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kitchen for both the farm and city house.
Stoves, cookers, fuels and kitchen utensils
are studied In detail.
The discussion of
household furnishings, windows, draperies,
etc., brings out striking contrasts between
good and bad effects. The book contains a
good store of general information on household measures, household records and suggestive blanks for accounting, heating and lighting. About one third of the book is given to
food study. This section embraces the planning of meals, marketing, food for the sick,
and general principles underlying the cookery
of foods of different types.
The Manual of Homemaking is a valuable
addition to the library of the housewife,
the
teacher, the student.
P- P- mA Miscellany of American Poetry—1920.
New York; Harcourt, Brace, and Howe, 1920,
187 pages. ($2.00).
With but a single poem by Edwin Arlington Robinson against twenty by Carl Sandburg, one may surmise that the miscellany
smacks largely of the year it represents. Still
it is hard to deny the essentially poetic grasp
of Sandburg, startling as his choice of subject sometimes is.
The eleven poets whose ninety-four poems
are here published are Conrad Aiken, John
Gould Fletcher, Robert Frost, Vachel Lindsay, Amy Lowell, James Oppenheim, Edwin
Arlington Robinson, Carl Sandburg, Sara
Teasdale, Jean Untermeyer, and Louis Untermeyer.
The publishers point out that the miscellany does not represent any "movement", but
that each poet has been his own editor. "As
such, he has collected and arranged his own
contributions, but has had no authority either
in the selection or rejection of those of his
fellow-contributors."
The student of modern American poetry
will find in this volume a true reflection of
the spirit of 1920, with its social unrest, its
political misgivings, and its searching penetrating eye,
o, t. l.

An Introduction to School Music Tfaoiiing,
by Karl Wilson Gehrkens. Boston; C. C.
Birchard and Company. 1919. 132 pages.
($1.75).
This is a book that should be most valuManual of Home-Makino, compiled by Martha able and interesting to music supervisors and
Van Renselaer, Flora Rose, Helen Canon. teachers. Unlike many books on this subject
New York; Macmillan Co. 1920. 633 pages. it does not deal with the details in music
training, giving set rules in outline form, but
($3.00).
This book brings together a great deal of it gives general practical information convaluable material on the setting up and man- cerning matters pertaining to music teaching
agement of a home. It is divided into four in public schools. The author stresses the
sections which deal with the Home and its teaching of technical music and ear-training
Fumlshingp, Household Management, Cloth- and sight-singing as a means towards apprecing and Millinery, and Foods and Nutrition. iation. He advises that music be continued
The plan of the house is considered with re- in the high schools in the form of clubs,
lation to comfort and convenience according to choruses, and organizations, for which credit
present day standards. Special study is made should be given.
His treatment of the subject is very
of the working center and arrangement of
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systematic and comprehensive. Another impressive feature of the book is the appendix,
which gives both a list of books valuable for
a supervisor's library and a group of blank
forms and charts which the author has found
useful.
m. v. H.
Educational Toys, by Louis C. Peterson,
Peoria, Illinois: The Manual Arts Press.
1920. 114 pages. (|1.80).
To see this book of excellent toy patterns
and photographs is to want it immediately,
and to realize that it is greatly needed.
In addition to its illustrations of completed
toys and its full-size pattern drawings and
delightful descriptions, the book is a most
practical one. How to make each toy and
how to finish and color each, is clearly told
with additional information about the few
simple tools and materials required.
The teacher and parent will find that the
toys illustrated and described will appeal to
the child's interest and enthusiasm and will
be within the child's power to construct. The
fifty-seven toys include animals, wheeled toys,
stationary toys, moving toys, puzzles, etc.,
made chiefly with the coping saw and easily
constructed in the ordinary schoolroom or in
the home. The toys have a direct relation to
the childs environment and are within range
of his mental grasp and constructive ability,
r. i. m.
Toy Patterns', by Michael C, Dank, Peoria,
Illinois:
The Manual Arts Press. 1920.
(80 cents).
This new publication consists of a collection of twelve sheets of full-size drawings
of toys interesting to the child and full of the
play spirit. Among the toys are animals, animal rocking toys, wheeled platform toys,
string toys, lever toys, freak toys and novelties. They are designed to be made with the
coping-saw out of thin wood, but if desired
many can be worked out in cardboard.
This work can be carried on in the home
or schoolroom with children from six to twelve
years of age with but few and simple tools
and materials.
The greatest difficulty in the past has been
a lack of attractive toy patterns. This new
collection of fascinating ideas is very welcome,
F. I. M.
Introductory Psychology for Teachers, by
Edward K, Strong.
Baltimore: Warwick
and York, Inc. 1920. 233 pages.
This text has no parallel—I was about to
say, no peer—among textbooks in psychology,
either educational or general, and probably
will not have for some time, unless the author
soon completes the two companion volumes
he has planned. It is in reality a text in experimental educational psychology and is built
upon the principle that the study of what is
ordinarily a difficult subject for the beginner
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should start with the "concrete experiences
of every day life." The forty-four lessons,
including reviews, are about equally divided
among the topics, the learning process, individual differences, and physiological aspects of
psychology. The point of view is definitely
behaviorlstic and a meager subject-matter is
buried in a wealth of experiment, both calculated to interpret psychology in terms of sitution-bond-response combinations.
The most sated student of the old-fashioned
type of psychology as well as the mere beginner finds the book interesting, although it
seems to the writer that the use of it is more
advantageous after a brief summary or survey
of the whole field of mental life, unless the
students be mature. It is a matter of regret
that one has to contend with poor paper, poorer printing and many errors of spelling, paging and the like. However, these serve to give
spice to the student who psychologizes as he
goes, as one really must do with this text. It is
like learning geometry without and demonstrations of theorems when you thought from
what some one told you it was all a matter
of memory work.
Typical experiments are those in mirrordrawing, vocabulary learning, alphabet learning and retaining, memory span, arithmetic
problems and the like. And not least of all
is the fact that the author introduces the student into the mysteries of mental measurement or 'statistics almost without his knowing
it. May the more venturesome of our textbook
writers in psychology and other subjects as
well follow this pioneer text in making books
for the student rather than the teacher, psychologically rather than scientifically and
logically planned!
w. j. o.
Psychology For Teachers, by Daniel W. La
Rue. Chicago: American Book Co. 1920.
316 pages.
This text, one of the American Education
Series, edited by Dr. George Strayer, is from
the pen of the author of the much-used Science
and Art of Teaching. It excels in mechanical
make-up and in the wealth of concrete illustrations. A worth while departure from the
typical treatment of psychology is the division
of the text into a general survey of mind and
behavior in five chapters, followed by twelve
chapters in more detail devoted to the major
problems or topics of the subject. An abundance of exercises for individual and class
work are given and form one of the most valuable features of the book.
In spite of the title,- educational questions
and applications are given but a few pages of
the text, altho a good number of the exercises
refer to school work. The teacher of educational psychology therefore who uses the
book will need to make his own applications
and use this as basal in the field of pure adult
psychology largely. Similarly, the treatment
of the questions of learning and habit-formation, individual differences, and the utilization
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of original nature are given but little prominence, The book therefore, except for the
features noted above, is in the main another
effort to put interestingly and briefly the main
problems of the field of psychology and as
such is so often a strange admixture of the
older "consciousness"' psychology and the
newer "behavior" psychology.
By far its
best contribution to the teacher, student, and
general reader Is a chapter on Mental Hygiene and Mental Efficiency which abounds
in good advice.
w. j. g.
Gexep.al Psychoeogt, by Walter S. Hunter.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1919.
351 pages.
Teachers who have been feeling the need
of a standard general text in psychology of
the quality of the work of Angell and James,
but bringing the study up to date through the
utilization of the researches of the last two
decades, are welcoming and will welcome this
work. Professor Hunter has been unusually
successful in working over the psychological
discoveries of both American and foreign
writers.
The result is a text admirably
suited, when used with parallel readings and
a laboratory manual, for use with college
students In the general course in psychology.
It will be considered by most authorities too
difficult for high school or first year normal
school students.
The book falls into two parts.
Part 1,
comprising about one-third of the book, deals
with the following fields of psychology:' animal, abnormal, individual, social and racial,
and applied. This Is done in order_ to give
the beginner a notion of the possibilities of
the science. Part 11 treats the typical larger
problems of normal human adult psychology,
such as attention, the nervous system, reflex action and Instinct, emotion, thinking,
and so forth. Some readers will be disappointed in the small amount of space given to
instinct, habit and the learning process in
general as well as the problem of individual
differences.
The stress rather falls on the
problems of pure psychology and sensation,
but affection and Imagination are given correspondingly exhaustive treatment. The author
unlike the majority of recent writers does
not follow the behavloristic point of view
avowedly, but writes in the preface as follows: "Prom the theoretical standpoint our
position is one of a combination of behaviorism and structuralism.
I see no need of
forcing the subject-matter into one or the
other mold. Neither is large enough alone."
Presumably this marks a beginning of an effort among psychologists to harmonize these
two schools of thought. In the matter of
workmanship the book is all that could well
be desired. It is rich in illustrations both
of the physiology of the nervous system and
the experimental apparatus being used in
psychology today.
w. j. g.

Twenty Lessons in Sentence Analysis, by
James T. Willis. New York; Lloyd Adams
Noble. 106 pages. (85 cents).
A book of twenty-four hundred sentences,
grouped in exercises, for drill work in twenty
types of grammatical construction.
It is
claimed for these sentences that they exclude
the commonplace and the trivial and are valuable to thoughtful readers (no small accomplishment in itself), and that the use of this
book will save teachers hours of labor in
preparing sentences for analysis and study.

X
SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
Announcement has been made by President Duke of the appointment to the faculty
of Mrs. S. H. Blalock, who
Addition to for the last five years has
Music Detaught instrumental music at
partment
Meredith College, Raleigh,
North Carolina.
The music
department at Harrisonburg now consists of
five members, three for piano music, one for
voice, and one for violin instruction.
Thanksgiving Eve was appropriately
chosen for the opening cotillion of the year,
and a merry crowd of dancers
Blue-Stone
filled the floor of the auditorCotillion
ium in Harrison Hall.
The
success of the occasion was in
part owing to the careful arrangements that had been made by the recently elected officers of the Blue-Stone
Cotillion Club.
Blanche Ridenour is president; Ethel
Parrott, vice-president; Mary Stephens,
secretary: Penelope Morgan, treasurer.
At his home on the Port Republic Road,
just a short distance south of the Normal
School, Dr. J. W. Wayland
Dr . Wayland was host to the men of the
the Host
faculty November 18.
Both
before and after the feast
there was good talk; afterwards, it could
not have been otherwise, for the table had
almost groaned with good things and the
centerpiece of pumpkin and fruits made one
aware of the harvest season.
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Better Health Week was celebrated November 2<^ to December 4 with some very
profitable and instructive enBetter Health tertainments. Monday, ThursWeek
day, and Friday mornings in
the auditorium playlets were
presented which drove home the lessons of
health.
These had all been written and
were acted by students, with the Athletic
council exercising an oversight over the entire
"week."
Members of the Athletic Council themselves presented a play Monday to show the
benefits of gymnastics. The playlet showed
girls on their entrance to school, and again
at the end of a year when they had gained
strength and poise from the exercises which
had put them in such good physical tone.
Participating in the play were June Steele,
Ethel Parrott, Edith Ward, Ruth Ferguson, Grace Hleyl, Rosa Payne Heidelberg,
Blanche Ridenour, Mary Charlotte Stephens,
and Marie Kilby.
The benefits of a community nurse was
the theme of the playlet presented Thursday.
The scene was a home of poverty and squalor, and the coming of a community nurse
to the house resulted in bringing to the family
a new conception of what health and cleanliness means.
The comedy part was well
taken by the two rag-tag children, acted by
Gertrude and Dolly Smith, and by their
mother, played by Susie Bourdon, Rosa Payne
Heidelberg and Mary Phillips were the
nurses and Ellen Nock was the sick grandmother.
Last month children of the kindergarten
entertained assembly one morning with their
games and songs, and as a part of Better
Health Week children of the sixth grade of
the training school had arranged and gave
a play entitled "The Health Clown."
Mamie Jackson used her wit to good purpose
when she conceived and developed the
"stunt" that was given by the children. Agnes
Christian assisted.
One other feature of the week was the
poster contest in which members of the different classes entered their designs. The corridors of Harrison Hall were decorated with
these posters, all of which presented ideals
and rules of good health.
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Speaking before a citizen's mass meeting
arranged by the Harrisonburg Chamber of
Commerce Nov. 22, Dean W.
"Welcome
J. Gifford presented some of
to Our City" the facts concerning the relationship existing between the
City of Harrisonburg and the State Normal
School here. He pointed out that in excess
of $120,000 is spent annually in Harrisonburg by the school and by its students and
faculty. He mentioned the social courtesies which the citizens of the city are continually paying those connected with the school,
and said he had never seen anywhere less of
the cleavage between "town and gown."
The publicity which Harrisonburg receives through The Virginia Teacher,
through the weekly news letter from the
school which appears in all city papers of the
state, and through the enthusiastic accounts
of Harrisonburg spread by girls of Virginia
who have been students here and have come
to imbibe the "Harrisonburg spirit,"—all
these mediums of publicity make the State
Normal School an asset to the community.
A gracious gift recently made to the
State Normal School by John W. Taliaferro, of Harrisonburg, was the
Will It Bain $125 stormograph, which has
Tomorrow?
now been installed in the
science laboratory of the
school.
This instrument is similar to the type
used in weather bureaus, and will foretell
weather conditions twenty-four to fortyeight hours in advance.
Meeting with unexpected opposition
when their hockey team met the team representing the Junior Class, the
Look Out
Seniors were tied by a score of
for "Junior- 6 to 6 in the annual hockey
Senior Week" game Thanksgiving morning.
There was some talk of playing off the tie, but the nearness of examinations made it seem desireable to put off until
the annual basketball game in February the
final settlement of the two classes' relative
athletic prowess. The teams were composed of the following students:
Seniors—Louise Houston, goal keeper;
Zadie Davis, center forward; Grace Heyl,
left forward; Anne Gilliam, right forward;
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Marian Hodges, right halfback; Edith
Ward, center halfback; Agnes Christian,
left halfback; Dolly Smith; left wing; Eunice Lambert, right wing; Margaret Martin, left fullback; Alberta Rodes, right fullback.
Juniors—Maude Evans, goal keeper;
Catherine Kemp, center forward; Louise
Palmer, left forward; Mary Caroline Harris, right forward; Grace Tilman, right
halfback; Mary Drinkwater, center halfback; Marion W. Glassell, left fullback;
Virginia Segar, left wing; Josephine Painter,
right wing; Inus Hickam, left fullback;
Clotilde Rodes, right fullback.
In addition to the part taken by members
of the Harrisonburg faculty in the affairs of
the Educational Conference
Talks by
in Richmond, November 23Harrisonburg 27, there have been occasions
Faculty
for extension work in the
immediate neighborhood.
December 4 saw Miss Katherine M. Anthony, director of the training school, and
Miss Mary Louise Seeger, director of the
kindergarten, both at Mt. Jackson, where
they spoke before groups of teachers on professional matters.
On the same day Dr.
Henry A. Converse, Registrar, attended a
meeting of teachers at Warrenton, Fauquier
county, where he spoke on "Mathematics in
the Rural School."
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Randolph-Macon Woman's College, is temporarily filling Miss Bell's position.
President S. P. Duke was re-elected a
member of the board of directors of the State
Teachers Association,
and
Elections in was also chairman of the comBichmond
mittee on resolutions at the recent meeting. Superintendent
John C. Myers, of Rockingham county, was
elected vice-president of District G, which
comprises most of the Valley counties.
In the various section meetings, members
of the Harrisonburg faculty took a part, and
Miss Katherine M. Anthony was elected
secretary of the grammar grade section. Dr.
Henry A. Converse was elected a member of
the executive committee of the Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools.

Miss Brinton's class in Demonstrational
Cookery, composed of postgraduate and degree students, rounded out
No Wonder their quarter's work by serving
Students En- a formal dinner to twelve
rol in Home guests the evening of DecemEconomics!
ber 17.
The table decorations assumed an air of holiday festivities in their
green and white color scheme with candles
for light. A large pot of Jerusalem cherries
placed upon a reflecting mirror which was
wreathed in smilax formed the centerpiece.
Strands of smilax also extended from the
center to each of the four corners of the
Following an offer for her services from table. Fluffy bows of green tulle upon each
the State Board of Health, Miss Mary 1. candlestick added an air of mystery to the
Bell has gone to Richmond semi-darkness of the room.
Rosa Payne Heidelberg and Dorothy
Miss Bell
on leave of absence from the
on Leave
Harrisonburg State Normal Fosque, dressed in white, acted as Waitresses
of Absence
School. As librarian and as an and served the following six-course menu:
instructor in hygiene, Miss
Canape Lorenzo
Bell has been connected with the HarrisonConsomme
Bortch
Bread Sticks
burg institution since its foundation in 1909;
and in the work at Richmond Miss Bell will
Fish Cutlets
Piquant Sauce
be occupied in conducting a correspondence
Maitre d'Hoiel Potatoes
course in hygiene.
Roast Chicken
Dressing, Giblet Gravy
This course is to be offered to enable
Mashed Potatoes
Cranberry Jelly
teachers to comply with the requirements of
Dinner Rolls
the West Law recently passed which reVinaigrette Sauce
quires that all teachers shall have a course in Head Lettuce Salad
Meringue
Panache
health education.
Cafe Noir
Mints
In the library at Harrisonburg, Miss VirThe guests were President and Mrs.
ginia Harnsberger1, an honor graduate of
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Duke, Dean and Mrs. Gifford, Mr. and Mrs.
Johnston, Superintendent of City Schools
W. H. Kiester, Superintendent of County
Schools John C. Myers, and Miss Brinton,
Miss Day, Miss Wilson, and Mrs. Moody.
More than a hundred dollars was added
to the funds of The Schoolma am the evening
of December 4, when the anAnnual
nual bazaar was held in the
Bazaar
gymnasium. Practically every
student made a contribution of
fancy work or wood work, and these articles
were sold, as well as the usual refreshments.
The general management of the bazaar
was in the capable hands of Elise Loewner.
The Lee Literary Society, presenting "Declamation Day in Simpkins Hollow'', was
awarded the prize for the best "stunt".
The Devereux Players appeared at the
New Virginia Theatre in Harrisonburg Friday and Saturday nights,
Devereux
December 10 and 11, presentPlayers
ing Ibsen's Ghosts Friday
Please
night and A. E. Thomas's
comedy, Her Husband's Wife,
Saturday night. At a Saturday matinee the
one-act Russian play by Anton Chekov,
known both as The Bear and The Boor, was
presented on a program with the kitchen scene
from Twelfth Night and the screen scene
from The School for Scandal.

TEACHERS TOO
If workers think first of pay and only
second of work, they are servants of him
who is the lord of pay, the most unerect fiend
that fell. If they think first of the work and
its results and only second of their pay, however important that may be, then they are servants of Him who is the Lord of Work.—
John Ruskin.

During the five years , since 1,915 the
salaries of teachers have increased on the
average 45 per cent, as compared with a 100
per cent, increase in the wages of laborers
and artisans.—Russell Sage Foundation report.

XI
NEWS AND VIEWS OF THE
ALUMNAE
A Complete Directory
This is what we want, and this is what
we are working for.
We, in this case, means especially the
faculty committee on alumnae relations;
more comprehensively, it means everybody
at Blue-Stone Hill. More than 5000 students have been in attendance at our school,
summer and winter, from the first session,
1909-1910, to the present, and an organized
effort is now being made to locate them all
and enroll them all in an up-to-date directory.
About November I, the alumnae relations
committee, in co-operation with President
Duke and Dean Gifford, decided to mail a
questionnaire to every person who has ever
been enrolled at the school, in the effort to
ascertain facts of interest and with the purpose of maintaining a bond of mutual helpfulness between the institution and all its
daughters and sons. This questionnaire was
dated November 15, but an unexpected storm
of ice broke down our transmission of electric
current and the resulting darkness caused a
long delay.
However, the committee and
various helpers are faithfully at work, and
the questionnaires are going out. Some will
go across the seas, many will go into distant
states, but most will go, we trust, to some
friendly door in old Virginia; and soon we
expect the post office clerks of Harrisonburg
to be thrown into a panic by the size of incoming mail bags.
What we want, among other things, are
these—Your present name and your present
address; your former name, if Cupid has enrolled you on a marriage license; a statement
of your work, your extras, aud your honors;
and also an indication of the way in which
Alma Mater can be of best service to you in
the sphere of your aspirations.
We not only desire information about
yourself, but we crave your aid in locating
others whose names and addresses may now
be unknown to us.
Please Help.
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Program of the Harrisonburg Luncheon, Hotel Richmond, Nov. 26
Dr. Julian A. Burruss, Toast-Master
Invocation of Divine Blessing
Toast to the Faculty
Cr. Burruss
Response—Miss Anthony
Toast to Ex-members of Faculty—Dr. Wayland
Response—Miss Gregg
Toasts to Married Alumnae
Dr. Smlthey
and Professor Dlngledine
Response—Mrs. Juliet Coffman Chiles
Toast to Alma Mater's Grandchildren
Miss Seeger
Response'—Mrs. Annie Davis Steger
Toast to the Virginia TEACHEB..Audrey Girard
Response—Dr. Converse
Toast to the Summer School
Professor
W. D. Smith
Response—Mrs. Blakey
Toast to the Alumnae Association
President Duke
Response—Reba Beard
Toast to the Richmond Chapter
Superintendent Kelster
Response—Mary Lancaster Smith
(Miss Smith made the motion to endorse the
Alumnae Building project.)
Singing—"Blue-Stone Hill" and "Auld Lang
Syne"

For several years past the Thanksgiving
educational conferences have been signalized
for Harrisonburg Normal School people, old
students and teachers, by an ensemble luncheon, at which the liberal provision of the caterer has not been allowed to displace any
measure of auld lang syne good fellowship.
This year's luncheon was a climax, not only
in setting, in good things to eat, and in a record breaking attendance, but also in the
chief thing—the Harrisonburg spirit.
The Richmond chapter of Harrisonburg
girls, many of whom now write "Mrs.", outdid itself as hostess.
The beautiful Red
Room in the Hotel Richmond was secured
as the place of meeting and an elaborate
menu was provided at a figure to set a new
standard in thrift. A hundred and twentyfive kindred spirits joined to make one good
comradeship.
President Burruss, now of
Blacksburg, was toast master.
President
Duke and numerous members of the Harrisonburg faculty, present and past, were there.
To Our Teachers of Former Days
Normal girls, however, were in the majority,
offered to ex-members of the faculty
as they always are, and all were just as hand- at Toast
the Harrisonburg luncheon, Richmond
some and wholesome as ever.
Hotel, November 26.
Toasts to the faculty, the ex-members of
Here's to our teachers of former days—
the faculty, to the Virginia Teacher, to
Their learning rare, their charming ways.
the Alumnae Association, to the Richmond
Here's to their knowledge, lit with truth,
chapter of alumnae, to the married alumnae,
Here's to their worth in life of youth.
and to Alma Mater's grand children were
Their valiant fight
For every right
proposed and responded to appropriately and
That hope may seek and courage take.
heartily. The crest of enthusiasm was reached
when a motion was made and unanimously
Here's to their lifting chapel talks—
The falls they had on Icy walks,
carried endorsing a proposition to raise a
When earth and sky
fund of $50,000 for the erection of an alumBoth seemed so nigh—
nae building at Blue-Stone Hill.
Here's to their necks that didn't break!
The details of the undertaking have not
Here's to their skill that didn't fail
yet been worked out completely, but the plan
To prove each patent testing scale
That M. Binet
will be fostered by the alumnae and will be
Or M. Jonet
promoted by every loyal daughter of the
Severely said we must put through.
school as well as by the student body now in
attendance at the institution. The faculty
Here's to their fight, of painful sort,
'Gainst chewing gum and skirts too short,
will stand as a solid phalanx behind the
'Gainst clocks too slow
project, and a. splendid achievement is anAnd shoes too low
ticipated. This project is universally regardAnd all the giddy things that girls will do.
ed as the biggest and best thing, of a definite
Here's to the plans they had to make,
sort, that our alumnae and other old stuThe morning naps they had to break—
dents have yet undertaken. It is just the
Their written quizzes.
sort of thing to express the Harrisonburg
Their "ought's" and "is's,''
And all the A's they didn't give.
spirit.
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Here's to the tears their pupils shed;
Here's to the ■witty things they said
At fall receptions
And such deceptions—
Here's to their love that still doth live.
An Interesting Experiment
At Piney Mountain, in Albemarle
County, Helen Heyl, Margaret Proctor, and
their associates are making an interesting experiment in community betterment through
the school as a social center. A home for the
teachers at the school house is being provided; facilities for entertainment, through
books, music, and social activities, are being
developed; good roads are being promoted;
good health is being taught in practical ways;
and a fine spirit of wholesome community
cooperation is being realized.
It is an encouraging and significant
thing that young women of such unusual
ability as Miss Heyl and Miss Proctor
possess should turn away from the attractive opportunities that big city school systems
have offered them to work in a rural community. They have the vision of prophets
and the devotion of heroines, as well as
capacity for initiative and ambition for
pioneer enterprise.
May we say, they have the Harrisonburg
spirit?
Enthusiasm
Edna Parrish, who began with a oneroom school, was next assistant principal of
a junior high school and has recently succeeded Christine Reaves in the four-year high
school at Penola. We wish she might come
back and finish the course for graduation.
Pier unflagging interest glows in a recent
letter;
"Several days ago I found some
copies of The Virginia Teacher in our
school library. You can hardly imagine with
what eagerness I grasped and read them.
They contained so much Harrisonburg news
that I read straight on through two periods
and could hardly put them down when the
bell summoned me to meet a class. I see that
it costs $1.50; so I am enclosing that amount.
Please enter my name as a subscriber."
From Sarah Shields
So many interesting experiences come into
our days out here that I hardly know of which
to write—but I should like to tell you of two

r
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Mohammedan women—third and fourth
wives of a wealthy Mohammedan lawyer
living in Lahore. His first wife is living
and by her he has a son older than either
of these two young women of whom X write.
Their husband treated them kindly; they
had a great many servants, a fortunel in
jewels—these things mean so much to Indian
women whose lives are so pathetically narrow
and self-centered. So in becoming Christians,
their motive was not to get away from a miserable home life. One became interested in
Christianity years ago when studying in a
Mission School—the other learned from her to
read—and both received further teaching at
our Mission Dispensary in Lahore.
They ran away from home one day when
their husband was out of town and presented
themselves to one of our missionaries' wives
in Lahore announcing that they wanted to become Christians.
It is a very dangerous thing to help a
woman get away from her husband, or to be in
any way instrumental in her leaving him
without his full consent, but the women were
determined to leave their home altogether and
be,Jjaptized—which means divorce in the Mohammedan household. You can readily understand the danger in which they were in their
own city, so Mrs
sent them
to us. We live "in the jungle''—just Miss
Clark, who is principal of this school, and
myself—no white people for miles and miles
around us. I must confess we received these
two young women not without a few pangs
of uneasiness, for they did seem so daring,
even in coming to us, and what they were
doing was so very serious in its consequences
if they should be caught before they could be
baptized. The punishment for this act is for
the husband to cut off his wife's nose with an
axe or a hatchet. I know it makes you shudder to think of it, but it is a common occurrence, I assure you.
However they were
determined to take the chances.
They came to us—Barkat Bibi is the name
of the older—Alfat of the younger.
They
dropped into our school life so naturally, and
in spite of having been used all their lives
to being waited upon by servants and petted
and humored, they adapted themselves so
readily to our very simple living arrangements in the school,—above all they were so
altogether happy and contented from the very
start, that they just won our hearts completely. But as it is never good policy to have
them baptized too quickly before they can
prove their sincerity, they remained with us
as converts for about two weeks.
A relative, also about to become a Christian, made himself responsible for their expenses. It became neccessary for them to confer
together and, although a trip to Lahore was
a daring thing for them to attempt, letters
would be still more dangerous, so Barkat
Bibi, accompanied by our Christian matron,
started on their journey.

1
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Reaching Lahore they went at once to the but she no sooner stepped inside than she
Mission Compound, where without heing dis- heard a cough—her husband's cough! Just an
covered they could get into touch with her instant of warning and Barkat Bibi, cold with
relatives. Later the latter came to take Bar- terror, slid behind the door as he opened it—
kat Bibl to their home, and the matron stayed but as she says—"God worked two miracles:
all night at the Compound. The husband of first, He made him cough at just that moment;
Barkat Bibi and Alfat had often called on and second, He closed his eyes, for I do not
failed to see me as I slid behind
these relatives, but the one who knew of their see how he
1
whereabouts, Abdul Azziz, and who was sup- the door!'
porting them, had purposely avoided him and
The husband was very much excited and
al ways managed not to be at home. He is a said he had just seen two women in a carriage
they were wearing hurkhas—the purdah
motor car driver; his family lives in one
room, and just outside his door is his employ- dress which the non-Christian women of Iner's garage where the motor car is kept.
dia wear. It covers them from head to foot,
Barkat Bihi was sitting with her relatives so that it is impossible for any man to see
He believed they were his wives "sure
in this room, when about midnight they heard them.
etc.
The relative was at once all
a voice outside the gate of the wall around the thing,"
agog" with curiosity and interest and helphouse. The gate had been locked and for- fulness.
"All right", he said most heartily-tunately so, for the voice was none other than
that of Barkat Bibi's and Alfat's husband, who "I am right with you—we'll follow them up
Giving the useful little
failing to find Abdul Azziz in the day time and catch them!"
had come in the middle of the night to "take boy a tip to take Barkat Bibi with all
counsel." The family was dismayed but they haste to the railway station and put her on
train for Jagraon, Abdul Azziz spent a
hastily put Barkat Bibi into the garage and at the
the same time sent a little hoy to unlock the strenuous morning with the distracted husgate. (How I wish you could have heard band in a glorious "wild goose chase" in every
Barkat Bibi tell this story on her return. direction in Lahore (except toward the staHer eyes just sparkled with mischief and fun, tion) after two women wearing burkhas and
and her cheeks—she is a beautiful girl—were sitting in a carriage! In the meantime Barflushed with excitement as she went on to kat Bibi, highly pleased with herself, and
tell of the conversation that took place. She deeply touched by the wonderful goodness of
could hear every word distinctly in the garage. God, was steaming away toward Jagraon.
Upon her arrival we realized the necessity
Her husband was plainly at his wit's end.
of their being baptized at once, so the next
"Why, 1 do not know what to do!" he said.
"They have gone and I can't find them any- day our beloved Indian pastor, himself a Mowhere. They nave not stolen a thing from hammedan convert, now very weak and feeble,
the house—no money, none of their jewelry, but very simple and impressive in the way in
and no clothes except what they were wearing. which he performed the beautiful little cerI can't put them into court because I have no emony, baptized them. I shall never forget it- claim against them and I'll only be made a those two young women—their faces simply
fool of,
if I do! I don't know what to dot" radiant with joy—stood before our assembled
So he1 went on and on, and his relatives seem- school and Indian Christians, and in clear,
ed utterly unable to give him any help or ad- ringing tones answered the questions by which
vice. The husband never seemed to think thoy renounced their old Mohammedan beof their having become Christians and you liefs and stepped out with such utter confimay be sure that Abdul Azziz did not en- dence upon their Christian faith. The joy on
lighten him with regard to either their inten- their faces was only matched on the faces of
our own girls, as they hroke out at the close of
tions or his own.
into a glorious victory chorus.
Finally, to the desperation of Abdul Az- the Iservice,
tell you, it was a thrilling moment to
ziz, the husband calmly announced that he Oh,
it is so wonderful to see them come!
believed since it was so late he would stay all me;
night—after the free and unceremonious way And as I listened to those glad girlish voices
of this country.
No one knew what turn I felt sure the angels too were singing with
affairs might take next, but when the cause of just as much joy as they were.
And so it is. India is just throbbing with
all the uneasiness was sound asleep—a blanket was quietly thrown into Barkat Bibi in the life; never has there been such a breaking
garage, and she was told to curl up in the down of strongholds as now. How I wish I
motor car and go to sleep. She declares she could go on and write story after story of it
had a wonderful rest in spite of gasoline and all. We feel this new life in our midst here—
our girls—in that midde and later teen age,
oil cans standing all around her!
Next morning the husband arose to take who are aroused to life and its full meaning—
his departure—at least all thought he had that "life abundant". Just to be here, to have a
gone, but it appeared later that he had only small.—even a very small part in it all—grows
gone out a little distance to say his Moham- to me a more and more unspeakably precious
medan prayers. Barkat Bibl thought she was privilege, and in spite of the many disapsafe and came into the room from the garage. pointments, the restlessness of India, the heat,
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and some trying things, 1 meet each day,
welcome each new day with a joy that I've
newer known to be so great before and yet it
just seems to grow and grow and grow.
Fkom Mart Scott
Mary Scott spent last year in Barnard
College and now has been given a scholarship
in France—board and tuition for a year. She,
and about twenty other American girls in
French schools, will spend the holidays in
Paris, there to be entertained in turn by the
French Government and by the American embassy.
She went over on a small French steamer,
where at least one or two passengers took the
trouble to speak "slowly and distinctly" to
the young American who is so eager to become
proficient in their tongue. In a big storm
for two days and nights she and her "camrv
rade'' did not raise their heads, though nearly
every other movable object in their stateroom
—shoes, apples, books, and suit cases—rolled
at will over their limp and unresisting forms,
and a trunk danced madly about until, taking
the role of a battering-ram, it broke down
the door.
"I was afraid I should not like the French
people,'' she writes; "I thought the men might
all prove to be little and jerky, like that boat.
But they are big and calm and fine.
"It is all quite different here at school from
anything you could Imagine. There are three
other Americans. They are 'perfect dears';
so we are all happy and jolly. We are now
beginning to find beauty in antiquity, which
at first looked just 'old' and ugly and dirty.
We have been really thrilled over a medieval
castle with a sure-enough moat and drawbridge and tower and everything. We also fell
in love with an abbey and chapel built by the
wife of William the Conqueror.
"The school is quite modern—was built
in 1914—but it is of the age of Charlemagne
in accommodations and manner of living.
We sleep in a large room—all sixty of us together. This is partitioned off, and curtained
along the middle aisle. The wooden partitions
do not extend to the floor, and they reach
about a foot above one's head. The "cells"
are just big enough to hold a bed and a
washbowl (cold water—the warm to be carried from the end of the hall). We keep all
our clothes and shoes downstairs in a wardrobe room and a shoe room respectively.
"We rise at 6:30 and go to bed at 9!
Isn't that awful? By 7 we are dressed. We
go to the study room until 7:50, when we have
breakfast of coffee and brown bread only. (We
never have any other bread but brown bread,
and we furnish all our own butter and jam.)
We make our beds before 8:30.
Then we
go to the first class, and the dormitory is locked. We are not allowed in again all day until
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8:30 in the evening, when we go to get ready
for bed. So we have no rooms—we spend all
our time, when not at class, in a study hall
with a proctor. She is a person essentially
ever-present—watches one sleeping, playing,
studying, eating. She walks up and down the
dining room and makes one eat everything,
even though it is a grand mixture of prunes
and carrots cooked in liver gravy. She has
no difficulty with us except in regard to that
dish, for we are near the sea and always hungry, though we eat four times a day. The
proctor also conducts us every day in a long
line for a walk after lunch.
"The teachers are lovely to us. The proc.
tors have us to tea every Friday. Great
trains of little girls hang about us at every
recess, jabbering away at a great rate.
It
is excellent for our French. I often think of
the lack of attention received by the solitary
French girl at Barnard last year.
"We have Thursday holiday Instead of
Saturday. We like it better, though all days
are alike here. These girls are accused of
lacking in initiative. No wonder; they have
no clubs, no parties, no class organization—no
amusement but dancing in the gym room on a
stone floor. But on the whole we are quite used
to it and like it tremendously now—are
having a nice time, living for Christmas and
Paris and the mail."
From Helena Marsh
We take the liberty of quoting part of a
private letter from Helena Marsh, former
editor-in-chief of The Schoolma'am and lightning change artist in all campus performances: "As I had planned, I went to Columbia
this summer and took the course in journallism. It was a joy to be in a classroom again.
We worked like beavers, and every second
was filled with worth-while things and
thoughts and people.
They specialized me
on interviewing, and I enjoyed it hugely.
My biggest fish was Chauncey Depew. He
was most gracious, giving me a long interview
on after-dinner speaking."

OUR CONTRIBUTORS
WALTER J. GIFFORD is the dean of the
State Normal School at Harrisonburg and
head of the department of education.
ELIZABETH P. CLEVELAND is an instructor
in English and French in the State Normal
School at Harrisonburg.
ROSA P. HEIDELBERG is a postgraduate
student in the Home Economics Department
of this school.
"S. P. D." is Samuel P. Duke, the president
of the State Normal School at Harrisonburg.
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"Low Heel's the Thing
Fashion and public demand show
military heels are proving more
popular each season. Thoughtful women appreciate the comfort
they give as well as their good
looks. Our beautiful new models
for Fall indicate this style tendencyWe have them in all the popular shades as well as black.
Come in and have a pair fitted now while sizes are complete.
SPATS
OPPOSITE NEW
VA. THEATRE

TWEEDIES

LACES

SHOE DRESSINGS

WILLIAM
B. DUTROW Company, INC. VIRGIN ?A
VV A

For Your Fall Outfit

QUALITY

The larger part of our fall
stock has arrived, including
Suits, Coats, Dresses, and Millinery, Middy Suits, and Shoes.

w

We cordially invite you to pay
us a visit of inspection; we will
welcome an opportunity to
show you the many pretty
things we have purchased for
our fall trade.
All our goods are marked in
plain figures, and we charge
the same price to everyone—without exception.
B. ISTey &> Sons

THE

SUGAR

BOWL

ICE CREAM
CANDY
SOFT DRINKS

FRESH

DAILY
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E. R. MILLER, M. DPRACTISE LIMITED TO

ASHBY TURNER,M.D.
EYE, EAR, NOSE, THROAT

EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT
Second Floor Sipc Building, opposite
First National Bank
Phones—Office 416
Residence 416-M

Office; North Side Court Square
Over Fletcher's Drug Store
THONE 263

HARRISONBURG, VA

Dr. Walter T. Lineweaver
Dr. J. R. Gambill
DENTIST
First National Bank Building
Phone 432-J

DENTIST
Peoples Bank Building
HARRISONBURG, VA.
PHONES }Offi^885_M

NEW FALL STYLES IN
WALL

PAPER

Dr. Marvin D. Switzer
DENTIST

JUST RECEIVED
PRICES JUST A LITTLE ABOVE
LAST YEAR AT

Harrisonburs, Va.

Phone 125

Spitzer's Book Store

The Old Reliable
MILLER'S
Harrisonburg-, Va.

Herbal
Cough

The Store For Thrifty People

Remedy
GUARANTEED BY

Shoe Prices $3.00 to $8.00

FLETCHER'S PHARMACY
(The Prescription Druggists)
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University of Virginia
UNIVERSITY, VA.
EDWIN A. ALDERMAN, LL. D.,
President
The Following Departments are Represented :
The College
The Department of Graduate Studies
The Department of Law
The Department of Medicine
The Department of Engineering
The Department of Education
The Summer Session
Free tuition to Virginia students in
the Academic Departments.
Loan
funds available. All other expenses
reduced to a minimum. For catalog or
Information concerning the University
of Virginia, address
THE REGISTRAR.

ISEMAN'S
mmiMiuimuMiHmmmiimiiiiuiiiiimiimtimuiumiiiiiiinitiiHiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiimiiuiMiiiimiiiimiii

PARCEL
The Parcel Post has enabled us to
widen our field of activity and added to our growing clientele of
satisfied customers.
We Can Deliver to Your Door
any drug store article at little or no
cost promptly and safely. As soon
as your order is received it will be
carefully packed and sent to you
■ by the next outgoing mail.

TheL. H. OTTDRUG CO,, Inc.
The RexaJ Store
Bell Phone 45

Harrisonburg, Va.

GUESS!
Why it is Nor-

DEPARTMENT

mal

Students

STORE
like to deal at
WISE'S
HIIIIIIMINIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllUltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
The Largest and Most
Convenient Place to
Shop in Harrisonburg
luiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuniiiiKiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiimuuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniMiii

DISCOUNT ALREADY TAKEN OFF
, ONE PRICE TO ALL
Coats, Suits, Dresses,
Waists,
Fancy

Skirts,
Dry

and

Goods

The Store that Caters to the
.

Normal

WISE'S

WISE'S
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'If it's made of Paper
You can get it at Andrews"
SCHOOL SUPPLIESFINE ENGRAVING AND STATIONERY
FAVORS and DECORATIONS for PARTIES
R. P. ANDREWS
727-31 THIRTEENTH ST. N. W.
Branches: Norfolk, Virginia
and York, Penna.

PAPER

COMPANY
WASHINGTON, D. C.

To Normal Students with
DELCO-UGHT
The complete Electric Light anrf
Power Plant

You can have all the conveniences in
your country homes that you enjoy at
the Normal School. Bright, safe, Electric
Lights all through your House and Barn,
walks and driveways, DELCO LIGHT
also operates a water system which gives
you running water for the Kitchen, Bath
Room, etc., witn plenty of water for stock
in fields or barn.
Your Home is out of date without these
conveniences and the first cost is very
reasonable, and the upkeep is only about
Twenty-Five Cents a week for water and
lights. Write us for Literature or ask your
neighbor about DELCO-LIGHT,for there
is one near you.
C. L. FURR
DEALER
Rockingham County
Harrisonbuvg, :: Va.
P. O. Box 154
Phone 234

Brain

High Grade Pionos and Player
Pianos at most moderate prices

CoinerFurniture Co.
South Main St.

Harrisonburg, Va.

Work

With tired, straining1, eyes it is not possible to use the natural functions of the brain
without great discomfort. Your glasses are to correct these conditions. Do you not
see how very important it is to have the lenses made accurately? We have the
reputation of doing the BEST Optical work in South-west Virginia. Send us your
prescription. We duplicate lenses and repair all makes of frames.
531 McBAfN BUILDING
EXPERT OPTICIAN
WILLIAM R. HILL
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA
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The most complete line of Fancy Groceries, Fruits and Vegetables
CAN BE FOUND AT
THE STA-KLENE STORE
A WELCOME ALWAYS AWAITS YOU
Phones 122 & 195

LIN EWE AVER BROTHERS, Inc.

Harrisonburg.Va.

(Formerly known as Weyer's Cave)
WENTY miles south of Harrisonburg and twenty miles
T north of Staunton. A natural curiosity unequaled. The
largest chambers in any cave that is lighted by electricity.
Experienced travelers say it surpasses in colors and formations. The dryest and most accessable of caverns. One and a
half hours of amazement and delight. Special low rates
for ail schools and organizations when in large parties.
Descriptive folder on application
J. M. PIRKEY, Supt.
Grottoes, Virginia

THE

VEND A 5 & 10c COMPANY
The Ideal Shopping Place

We invite all Normal School girls to visit our store. You will
find at our store many articles you will need while in our city
You Are Always Welcome
79 North Main Street

"The Old 5 & 10c Store"
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Information Combined
YOU

with Experience and
Mechanical Skill

BE AS CAREFUL

ONSTITUTE a trio which is
'—'highly important to every one
needing the comforts of Sanitary Plumbing and the best
methods of house warming.
We are here to serve you in
these and kindred lines and
feel that we can measure up to
your highest ideals and needs.

as you care to be and still be
pleased at this store with your purchase. We explain the quality to
you and guarantee all we recommend.
D.

DEVIER

HARRISONBURG, VA.
REGISTERED OPTOMETRIST
and a real lens grinding plant

THOMAS PLUMBING
and H EATING CO.

Broken lenses replaced on
short notice.

Harrisonburg, Va.

BURKE & PRICE

At the business twenty years.

The DEAN STUDIO
HARRISONBURG, VA.

Fire Insurance
and Surety

C.

Reliable Jeweler

May ive ser-ve you? Estimates furnished.
Telephone or 'write

102 E. Market St.

CAN

Bonds
KODAKS

Harrisonburg, Va.
National Bank Bldg.

Phone 16

Films Developed and Printed
DR. W. L. BAUGHER

JOHN W. TALIAFERRO
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN
HARRISONBURG,

VA.

DENTIST
Harrisonburg, Virginia

BLOOM'S
The oldest one price store in

Court Sq. Next to Fletcher's Drug Store

HARRISONBURG, VA.

^■HIIII lllllllllll
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Printing of Quality Means Prosperity
Get the best —
It will cost less in the end
OST business tnen realize that the appearance of their
stationery, business cards and other printed material is
' used by other business men to judge their standing and upto-dateness. A poorly printed letter-head or business card may
mean the loss of many dollars to you.
You should be just as careful of your printed matter as you are
of your personal appearance, the appearance of
your place of business, or your stock.
g
By paying more than our prices you can not buy
more quality, and no one who charges less can
give equal service and satisfaction.

NEWS-RECORD
PRINTERS OF THIS MAGAZINE

JOB

DEPARTMENT
HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA

Say it with

Flowers
-Cut Flowers for all occasions. Always the best stock
and prices very low.
-Flowers are very acceptable for Birth Day, Christmas
or New Year Gifts, especially to the sick. We make
prompt deliveries. Call phone No. 67.
-A full line of baskets in various colors and sizes, and
at mighty reasonable prices.
-Gold Fish: Two fish, half gallon bowl and a box
of food for 65 cents.

WETSEL SEED COMPANY, Inc.
Phone No. 67

Seeds and Flowers

149 South Main Street
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SERVICE IS THE BIG
VALLEY MUSIC
COMPANY

The New Edison Phonograph and Records

Vicftor Talking Machines
and Records

Sheet Music

79 N. MAIN ST.

WORD TODAY
We are here, not only to sell
Shoes, but to
FIT SHOES
In offering to our friends
Selby Shoes For Women
and
Bostonian Famous Shoes
For Men
and seeing that you are
PROPERLY FITTED
We feel that we are giving you
a real service, which we think
you will appreciate.
YAGER'S SHOE STORE
Thos. P. Yager, Proprietor.
Agents Phoenix .Hosiery
SALESMEN
Mr. F. B. Garber—Mr. Jas. B. Morris
Orthoepedist.
Practipedist.

lulm & Harlfn (Eo-

Developing and

1315 F. St., 1214—1216—1218 G St.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
iiuiimiiiiiiuiiiummii

Printing of
Kodak Films

China, Glass, Silver, Kitchen
Equipments
For Colleges, Hotels and Institutions
imiiiuimiiiiiiiiiimini
Catalog Sent on Request
Correspondence Solicited
iiiiiiiiiiiiniiuiiiiiiiiiiii
Gift Articles of Sterling Silver,
Fine China, Cut Glass, Art
Pottery, Lamps, etc.
Suitable Objects for Prizes, Trophies
and College Events

All work returned in 24 hours

10 cts. for developing film
3 cts. No. 2 Brownie prints
4 cts. No. 2A Brownie prints
5 cts. for post card size

Baugher's

Book

Store
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Security Lends

Itself

To Our Depositors

Your funds are safeguarded by ample
resources, strong management and constant national supervision.

^he

First

National

Bank

adheres

closely to the bed rock principles that
characterize America's most powerful
financial institutions.

The continued growth of this bank is
the result of progressive and efficient
service.

This service is at your com-

mand and your account is invited.
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State Normal School

for

Women

Harrisonburg, Virginia

Regular Session 1920-1921
Courses leading to Professional Diploma:
TWO YEAR COURSES
1. For Primary and Kindergarten Teachers.
2. For Grammar Grade Teachers.
3. For Junior High School Teachers.
4. For High School Teachers.
5. For Teachers of Home Economics subjects.

Four Year Course
In Home Economics, under the Smith-Hughes Haw,
leading to the B. S. degree in Education.
Opportunities for students needing financial assistance through
System of student service
Free State Scholarships
State Loan Fund
Only candidates for professional courses admitted.
Mature student body makes for high professional
standards and splendid school spirit.
Exceptional practise teaching facilities in both urban and rural schools.
For catalog address
President SAMUEL P. DUKE.

